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Abstract
In combination with renewable energy sources (RES), electric vehicles (EVs)
are seen as an important element of a transformation towards sustainable en-
ergy systems. Although EVs currently represent only a small fraction of vehicle
penetration in Germany, it is the goal of the German government to have six
million EVs on German roads by 2030. The achievement of this would have
a signicant impact on the electricity system due to the resulting additional
energy demand. How large these impacts are is the subject of this work.
The overarching economic research question is: What eects do dierent
EV charging strategies have on quantities and prices in a power system with
a high share of RES? To answer this question, the time-dependent electricity
demand of EVs is initially evaluated. Subsequently, the EV charging strate-
gies uncontrolled charging (UNC), demand side management (DSM), in the
sense of cost eective charging and bidirectional charging, i.e. vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) are implemented in a European electricity market model and the im-
pacts quantied.
To summarize the ndings: EVs contribute to the integration of RES, since
all three charging strategies reduce curtailment. In the worst case scenario,
the additional peak load demand due to UNC is estimated at 560 MW per
million EVs. The demand for electricity varies greatly between working days
and weekend days, depending on the driving patterns. On working days, the
peak demand is almost three times as high as on weekend days. Overall, UNC
leads to the increased use of peak load power plants, which leads to rising price
peaks. In contrast, the two exible charging strategies DSM and V2G shift
the EVs' electricity demand in times of low residual grid load or, in the case
of V2G, signicantly in favour of the power plants with the lowest marginal
costs. With DSM, this results in an increase in prices during o-peak periods.
With V2G, the price structure is considerably smoothed by reducing peak load
prices and signicantly increasing o-peak prices. On weekend days this eect
is even stronger with V2G than on working days, since a large part of the EVs
can be used as stationary storage. In addition to economic eciency, this has
partly undesirable ecological side eects. In the case of V2G, emission-intensive
technologies such as lignite-red power plants are promoted at low CO2 prices.
Nevertheless, systemic eects, namely the reduction of RES curtailment, the
substitution of peak load power plants, and an increased electricity exchange
with neighboring countries, lead to an overall reduction of the CO2 emissions.
These benets of V2G are limited due to economic saturation eects, which
are already noticeable starting at two million vehicles.
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Zusammenfassung
In Kombination mit erneuerbaren Energien (EEG) werden Elektrofahrzeuge
(EVs) als wichtiger Bestandteil einer Transformation hin zu nachhaltigen Ener-
giesystemen angesehen. Obwohl EVs heute nur einen geringen Anteil an der
Fahrzeugdurchdringung in Deutschland darstellen, ist es das Ziel der Bundes-
regierung, dass im Jahr 2030 sechs Millionen EVs auf deutschen Straÿen fahren
sollen. Die Realisierung dessen hätte aufgrund des daraus resultierenden zu-
sätzlichen Strombedarfs erhebliche Auswirkungen auf das Stromsystem. Wie
hoch diese sind, hängt maÿgeblich von der Ladestrategie der Fahrzeuge ab und
ist der Forschungsgegenstand dieser Arbeit.
Die übergeordnete ökonomische Fragestellung lautet: Welche Auswirkun-
gen haben unterschiedliche EV-Ladestrategien auf Strommengen und -preise
in einem Stromsystem mit einem hohen Anteil an erneuerbaren Energien? Zur
Beantwortung dessen wird zunächst der zeitabhängige Strombedarf von EVs
bewertet. Im Anschluss, werden die EV-Ladestrategien unkontrolliertes La-
den (UNC), kostengesteuertes Laden (DSM) und bidirektionales Laden (V2G)
in einem europäischen Strommarktmodell umgesetzt und die Auswirkungen
quantiziert.
Dadurch wurden folgende Erkenntnisse erlangt: EVs tragen zu einer bes-
seren Integration der EEG bei, da alle drei Ladestrategien deren Abrege-
lung reduzieren. Der zusätzliche Spitzenlastbedarf aufgrund von UNC wird
je Millionen EVs im schlimmsten Fall auf 560 MW geschätzt. Entsprechend
des Fahrverhaltens variiert die Stromnachfrage stark zwischen Werktagen und
Wochenendtagen. An Werktagen sind die Spitzenwerte fast dreimal so hoch
wie an Wochenendtagen. Wird durch UNC die Stromnachfrage erhöht, bedarf
es des vermehrten Einsatzes von Spitzenlastkraftwerken, was zu steigenden
Preisspitzen führt. Im Gegensatz dazu verschieben die beiden exiblen La-
destrategien DSM und V2G die EV-Stromnachfrage in Zeiten mit geringer
residualer Netzlast bzw. bei V2G deutlich zugunsten von Kraftwerken mit den
niedrigsten Grenzkosten. Dies führt bei DSM zu einer Anhebung der Preise in
Schwachlastzeiten. Bei V2G wird die Preisstruktur erheblich geglättet, indem
Spitzenlastpreise reduziert und Schwachlastpreise deutlich erhöht werden. An
Wochenenden ist dieser Eekt bei V2G noch stärker als an Werktagen, da ein
groÿer Teil der EVs als stationärer Speicher genutzt werden kann. Neben öko-
nomischer Ezienz hat dies teilweise unerwünschte ökologische Nebenwirkun-
gen. So werden im Fall von V2G bei niedrigen CO2-Preisen emissionsintensive
Technologien wie Braunkohlekraftwerke begünstigt. Nichtsdestotrotz führen
systemische Eekte, nämlich die Reduzierung von EEG-Abschaltungen, die
Substitution von Spitzenlastkraftwerken und ein erhöhter Stromaustausch mit
den Nachbarländern zu einer Gesamtreduktion der CO2-Emissionen. Bei ho-
hen CO2-Preisen sind die Eekte durch V2G hinsichtlich der CO2-Emissionen
und der ökonomischen Ezienz durchweg positiv. Begrenzt werden diese Vor-
teile von V2G durch wirtschaftliche Sättigungseekte, welche bereits ab zwei
Millionen Fahrzeugen deutlich werden.
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Figure 1.1: Relative shares of RES and EVs in Germany with respect to gross
electricity generation and total number of passenger cars [1, 3, 4, 5].
1.1 Motivation
While renewable energy sources (RES) contribute in the long run to the emis-
sion reduction in the power system, electric vehicles (EVs) are seen to be a
promising decarbonization strategy of the transportation sector. With EVs
fossil fuels are substituted, as long as the energy needed is generated through
RES. Thus, EVs are indeed a technology that potentially couples the previ-
ously separated systems for electricity and transport. Therefore, they could
also be part of the puzzle to integrate RES. Other benets include the reduc-
tion of pollutants and noise, which improves the quality of life in urban areas
or reduces dependence on oil.
With the Renewable Energy Sources Act 2017, the German government has
set targets for the years 2025, 2035 and 2050 for the share of RES of at least
40, 55 and 80 percent. The target quantity of electried vehicles on German
roads in 2020 and 2030 accounts to one and six million vehicles respectively
[1]. Given a number of 46 million passenger cars by 2018 [2], this corresponds
to a share of two and twelve percent respectively.
It is the objective of this thesis, to shed some light on the eects of EVs on
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a power system with high shares of RES.
This work consists of an introduction, three research articles and a conclu-
sion. The following part of the introduction is dedicated to the particularities
of EVs. This is important because EVs exhibit some technical characteristics
that naturally dene their options as elements of a power system. From this,
research questions emerge, which are described subsequently. Afterwards, the
spot market model MICOES Europe is explained, with which the interactions
with the power system is investigated. Finally, the articles contained are pre-
sented and how this work has emerged from a research project.
1.2 Economics of electric vehicles
1.2.1 Dierence to combustion engine vehicles
As the name suggests, EVs dier from vehicles with internal combustion en-
gines (ICEs) by the direct use of electrical energy instead of fossil fuels (usually
petrol, diesel or natural gas). The resulting eects of the dierence are signif-
icant for the use of both vehicle types, because the type of energy determines
how it can be stored, transmitted and ultimately used. This especially holds,
since the development of EVs has not yet reached such a maturity level as
vehicles with ICEs.
Usually, the used fossil fuels are liquids or gases. Therefore, they can be
easily stored in some kind of container. Furthermore, the stored energy quan-
tities are comparatively large due to the high energy density. In contrast, the
storage of electricity is very expensive. It is therefore practically impossible
at present to achieve the same ranges as for vehicles with internal combus-
tion engines.1 At the current energy densities, to realize ICE driving ranges
would increase the weight and space requirements to an infeasible size.2 Con-
1For example, since it's initial oering in 2013, the BMW i3 has received two updates
almost doubling the capacity from 22 kWh to 42 kWh in 2018 [6]. Depending on the
consumption, this leads to a driving range of up to 350 km, which still does not t most
consumer expectations across the European Union. There, 74 % of consumers expected a
range of 480 km before having to recharge, yet the usual daily distance is well below 100 km
[7]. Nevertheless, with Tesla Motors, there is already a manufacturer for pure battery EVs
which fulls the need for most trip lengths.
2Not even Tesla achieves ranges of more than 1000 km.
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sequently, this results in a trade-o between available driving range and overall
cost for EVs. As a consequence, EV users have to recharge more often than
users of combustion engine vehicles.
Furthermore, apart from the recharging frequency, it still takes signicantly
more time to recharge an EV than to rell a fossil fuel tank. For combus-
tion engine vehicles relling the fuel tank takes a few minutes. For EVs it
depends on the hardware available. In general, it could be dierentiated into
slow and fast charging. Slow or AC charging takes place at private homes
and is restricted to the household connection. Such recharging takes hours.3
Fast charging or DC stations are still undergoing signicant development. The
current available charging powers come not even close to the energy transfer
times of liquid fuels.4 However, with increasing battery capacity, fewer charg-
ing stations are required. According to the authors in [11], the European
Commission favoured 150,000 public charging stations in Germany by 2013,
which had fallen to 43,000 by 2015. At the end of 2016 there were 1403 rapid
chargers in Germany. As charging power and battery size continue to increase,
the number of rell stations may be close to those for conventional vehicles.
1.2.2 Types of electric vehicles
There are dierent types of EVs, which can be distinguished according to their
connectivity to the power grid and their battery size.
Hybrid EVs (HEVs) are EVs of the rst generation. They have only a very
small battery and are mainly driven by the combustion engine. The battery
is then recharged during the combustion process. Its main goal is to support
the combustion engine during starting.5
As opposed to HEVs, pure battery electric vehicles (BEVs) have no com-
bustion engine. Their propulsion solely relies on the electrical energy from
3People who charge with a German power plug at home can use powers of up to 11 kW,
implying roughly 1.5 hours charging time per 100 km driving.
4For example, EVs consume on average between 15-20 kWh/100 km[8]. With charging
powers of up to 43.5 kW [9] at publicly accessible charging stations recharging for 100 km
takes at least 20 minutes. At the time of writing this thesis, only Tesla oers a higher
charging power, still consuming half an hour for charging [10].
5Probably the most popular model is the Toyota Prius, which was sold more than two
million times worldwide until 2010. [12].
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the power grid. Consequently, the battery size determines the overall driving
range.
The battery size of plug-in-hybrid EVs (PHEVs) lies in between HEVs and
BEVs. This battery allows for a certain full electric range. Longer distances
as this are feasible through a small combustion engine. As the name suggests,
they are also directly connected to the power grid. At the beginning of the
work on this topic in 2013, when the prices for battery storage where higher
than today, PHEVs were the favoured solution of EV manufacturers. These
should enable people to cover their casual daily driving needs of up to around
40 km.6
As HEVs have practically no relevance for the power sector, this thesis deals
only with BEVs and PHEVs. As this works main interest refers to the retrieved
energy of these vehicles, in the following these names will be generalized further
by using the more colloquial term of EVs.
1.2.3 The price is (still) to high
By the end of 2017, the achievement of targets for RES and EVs could not have
been more dierent. While RES accounted for almost one third of total gross
electricity generation in Germany, EVs accounted for a marginal 0.1 percent
of the total number of passenger cars (cf. Figure 1.1).
From an economic point of view, the main reason that EV penetration was
well below the 2020 target is the signicantly higher purchase price of EVs
compared to ICEs.7 As described by several authors [13, 14], the purchase
price makes up for the largest part of the total cost of ownership. Especially
the high battery costs contribute to the high EV price, which are expected to
decrease signicantly due to technological learning.
Since technological learning is an uncertain process, it is very dicult to ob-
tain reliable gures about when EVs will become competitive. This uncertainty
can be illustrated by two market studies conducted by renowned companies.
6Now, there is a tendency from the car manufactures to jump directly to BEVs.
7For example, at the beginning of 2018 a VW Golf was available for less than 20,000 Euro,
while the e-Golf cost more than 30,000 Euro, already including subsidies. With consumption
values of 20 kWh/100 km and electricity prices of 0.3 Euro/kWh, EVs oer hardly any cost
advantages in fuel costs compared to ICEs.
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By 2009, the consulting company McKinsey [15] expected a break-even price of
500 US$/kWh to be achieved between 2015 and 2020. In their most optimistic
learning forecast, the prices for batteries are about 300 US$-$/kWh. Accord-
ing to a Bloomberg survey [16] by the end of 2017, these gures were more
than reached. Between 2010 and 2017, prices have already fallen to almost
200 US-$/kWh, which corresponds to a price decline of almost 80 %. This
study mentions a break-even price of 100 US$/kWh, which should be reached
by 2025.
To overcome the current cost disadvantage of EVs, relatively high buyer
premiums are necessary. Given the corresponding gures in [13, 14], the of-
fered tax [17] and buying incentives8[18], have not been sucient to stimulate
consumer interest in Germany.
1.2.4 EVs as power market participants - Three dierent
charging strategies
If EVs replace ICEs, the respective energy demand is shifted to the electricity
sector, which increases the overall electricity consumption. Depending on the
amount of energy, the electricity sector can be aected to a greater or lesser
extent. Although the main focus of this thesis is to quantify these eects more
precisely, we want to estimate the amount of additional electricity demand
per year by a rough calculation: By 2017, the average mileage per car and
year was around 14,000 km [19]. With a consumption of 20 kWh/100 km, this
translates into an electricity consumption of 2,800 kWh per vehicle and year.
Based on the two targets of one and six million vehicles on German roads in
2020 and 2030, this results in an additional electricity consumption of 2.8 TWh
and 16.8 TWh respectively. In relative terms, this represents an increase of
approximately 0.5 % and 3.0 % of total gross electricity production9.
However, since the time-dependent demand is important for the power grid,
it will be crucial how EVs are charged in the future. In terms of charging
options, there are three generic strategies that can be thought of, each with a
8Since 2016, the directive to promote the sale of electrically powered vehicles also known
as environmental bonus oers a subsidy of up to 4000 Euro per EV.
9The total gross electricity production in Germany in 2017 was approximately
630 TWh [3].
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dierent impact on the electricity demand. These strategies can be categorized
as follows:
• Uncontrolled charging (UNC): As with combustion engines, the energy
transfer towards the vehicle begins immediately after the EV is con-
nected to the power grid. The resulting electricity demand is completely
inelastic.
• Demand-Side Management (DSM): If EV owners are only interested in
a recharged vehicle at a certain point in time, there is a time interval
to recharge. This oers some exibility to shift the electricity demand
within this time interval. If the incentive to use this strategy is due to
potential monetary savings, we also refer to this strategy as cost eective
charging.
• Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G): Bidirectional charging or V2G constitutes the
most exible charging option. With this strategy, the stored electric
energy can be temporarily fed back into the grid at desired times, while
still fullling the restrictions of being charged at a certain point in time.
Essentially, the battery and the potential bidirectional energy ow make
it possible to partially imitate storage systems.10
From a market perspective it is important to emphasise that EVs can act as
both, consumers (UNC, DSM, V2G) and suppliers (V2G) of electricity. Con-
sequently, each charging strategy has a dierent impact on the market equilib-
rium. As used in this thesis, the electric power market is represented through a
parametrized power system, whose interactions translate into observable quan-
tities and prices. When we use the word power system in the following, we
also mean the interactions resulting into a market outcome. Hence, in the
remainder of this work these two names are used interchangeably. Otherwise
the distinction shall be visible from the context.
10Compared to stationary storage systems, the additional restrictions are a time-
dependent energy loss (due to driving) and a time-dependent availability (with grid con-
nection).
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1.3 Research Questions - What this thesis is about
The aim of this work is to shed some light on the impacts passenger EVs will
have on a power system with a high share of RES under three dierent charg-
ing strategies: UNC, DSM and V2G (as described in 1.2.4). The system of
main interest is a projection of the German power system in the year 2030,
which is embedded within the European electricity system. The year 2030
was chosen because the necessary market conditions in terms of cost competi-
tiveness of EVs are more likely than today. As already described (cf. section
subsection 1.2.3), it is currently very unlikely that the penetration targets for
2020 will be met. Moreover, the expansion of renewable energies is likely to
have progressed further towards a sustainable energy system.
The main topic will be divided into smaller parts. These will be addressed
in detail in the included articles. Together, they should provide a coherent
picture. The three main questions to be answered are:
1. What is the time dependent energy demand resulting from EVs?
2. What are the eects of the charging strategies on the power plant dis-
patch, CO2-emissions and overall system cost given the dierent EV
charging strategies?
3. How do EV charging strategies inuence spot market prices?
1.4 What this thesis is not about
As EVs can be viewed from many perspectives, there are many topics related to
the technology and economics of EVs which are out of the scope of this thesis.
In order to avoid misunderstandings, some topics that are not addressed shall
be mentioned: There is no detailed analysis of a business perspective or an
individual cost-benet analysis per vehicle. Technological learning, which is
strongly connected to the individual business perspective and adaptation is not
addressed directly. Possible electricity grid issues occuring on a distributional
grid level are not covered. Political actions, possibly inuencing the market,
are not considered. Such aspects contribute to parameter uncertainties and
will be dealt with extensive sensitivity analyses.
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Apart from the power economics perspective, there are several perspectives
from other sectors and sciences, which are not considered. These might be
developments in the automotive sector, e.g. with respect to the intricacies
of the value chain or technological details. Furthermore, this thesis does not
explicitly include the social perspective to the eld of EVs.
1.5 The spot market model MICOES Europe
The analysis of the integration of EVs into the power system is based on an
extension of the spot market model MICOES Europe [20].
MICOES was initially developed as a unit-commitment problem for Ger-
man power plants as a diploma thesis at the Technical University Berlin. It
was subsequently maintained and massively extended by the chair for Energy
Management and Sustainability at Universität Leipzig. It should be high-
lighted that Diana Böttger was the main person responsible for the model.
The model's equations are described in Böttger et al. [21]. The model ex-
tension with electric vehicles, which is the contribution of this work, will be
described in detail in chapter 3.
As an introduction, the reader should be aware of the most important model
properties. The main assumption of the model is an ecient and competitive
market. Hence, there is no strategic behaviour of the market participants.
Consequently, all participants bid their true operating costs, which are mini-
mized over all participants.
The name MICOES stands for Mixed Integer Cost Optimization of Energy
Systems. This refers to the class of mixed integer optimization, which is needed
to model the on/o characteristic within unit-commitment problems. In addi-
tion to the cost minimization objective, power plants are dispatched to meet
specic electricity and heat demand requirements in several regions/countries
while maintaining their technical and economical restrictions. The model so-
lution then describes the cost optimal dispatch of the power plants.
The attached word 'Europe' indicates that European countries are consid-
ered, which are interconnected according to the respective net transfer capac-
ities.
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1.6 Outline of the thesis
This thesis comprises three published articles, which are reproduced in the
following chapters. The articles are briey outlined below. The co-authors
are: Marika Behnert, Thomas Bruckner, Sören Graupner, Paul Grunert and
Mathias Koepke.
Chapter 2 deals with the expected time dependent electricity demand through
EVs. As there is no empirical and representative data for EV charging be-
haviour with which unit commitment models can be parameterized exibly,
a model for the parametrization of uncontrolled charging was devel-
oped. The model exploits publicly available data sources. Assuming that
people maintain their driving behaviour, the model maps the currently diverse
German eet of ICEs onto EVs. The model output consists of EV charging
characteristics for uncontrolled charging on weekdays and weekends. In ad-
dition, a broad spectrum of EV characteristics is varied to take parameter
uncertainty into account.
In chapter 3, model output of chapter 2 is used and integrated into the spot
market model MICOES Europe. For the three charging strategies UNC, DSM
and V2G, a model formulation and a consistent parameterization approach are
presented. This Chapter is concerned with the implications on spot market
quantities. In particular, the impact of the charging strategies on power
plant dispatch, energy trades with neighbouring countries, CO2 emissions and
system operation cost are investigated. In order to make the results more
robust, simulations were conducted for a broad range of CO2 prices.
Chapter 4 complements the ndings of chapter 3 by the impact of the charg-
ing strategies on spot market prices. One focus of this article lies on V2G,
because it is the most exible and promising charging strategy for RES in-
tegration. A comprehensive sensitivity analysis attempts to capture some of
the parameter uncertainties. Furthermore, a comparison to other systemic
exibility options evaluates the relative competitiveness of V2G.
Chapter 5 provides a synthesis of the thesis. It summarizes the results of
the previous chapters.
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Figure 1.2: Thesis structure. The left column contains the included articles.
The right column describes the methodological contribution and the respective
model output.
1.7 Embedding into Electric Mobility Showcase
Program
This thesis is an extension of results generated within a promotional program
called Electric Mobility Showcase11 [22] initiated by the German government
in 2012. Its aim was to support the ambitious German targets to become the
lead market as well as the lead provider of EVs by 2020 [1]. In total, four show-
case regions with about 140 projects were declared, building on corporations
between industry, science, and central government.
The specic subproject, which is connected to this thesis was called B2 -
Monetary potential of battery storage usage [23]. The subproject itself was part
of the project Fleet expansion with multipliers and scientic company within
the showcase region Electromobility Connects (Bavaria-Saxony).
Eventually, the underlying projects duration comprised the time interval
11The original German name is Schaufenster-Elektromobilität.
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December 2012 - May 2016. Its purpose was threefold: First, impacts of EVs
on the spot market price were derived in order to quantify potential monetary
savings by intelligent charging strategies and tari options from the perspec-
tive of an aggregator. Second, since the decision which strategy to deploy
depends on the vehicle owners, an analysis of acceptance for such strategies
was conducted. Third, the savings potential of EV usage in a decentralized
power system with RES feed-in were investigated. The results of this thesis
are connected to the projects rst part.
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Abstract
With the numbers of electric vehicles on the increase, their additional elec-
tricity demand can no longer be neglected. From a power systems’ per-
spective, it is the time dependent electricity consumption that matters. In
particular, the peak demand is increased in the case of uncontrolled charg-
ing, imposing additional stress on the system. Unfortunately, since there
is an absence of representative electric vehicle driving patterns, a quantifi-
cation of such temporal charging requirements is challenging. To overcome
this problem, we developed a detailed model, which maps combustion en-
gine vehicles onto electric vehicle equivalents. The model’s main strengths
are the consideration of the diversity within the vehicle fleet as well as the
differentiation into the boundary cases of pure battery electric vehicles and
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. Applied to a German traffic study, load
curves for these two cases were generated. In addition, the existing un-
certainty in between was quantified using Monte Carlo method. We show
that the peak energy demand through electric vehicles is much greater on
working days than on weekend days. Moreover, we find that the distinction
between pure and plug-in-hybrid electric vehicles matters, at least for the
time being. Apart from the numerical results, the model is well suited to
generate input for more sophisticated investigations of charging strategies
within energy system simulations.
Keywords: Electric mobility, load curves, uncontrolled charging, energy
system modeling
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1. Introduction
Global goals for the reduction of CO2-emissions have been emphasized
at the conference of the parties to the UN Framework Convention on Cli-
mate Change in Paris (UNFCCC 20). One major contribution to this goal
might come from the electrification of the transportation sector, provided
the electricity is delivered by renewable energy or other low carbon sources
(Hacker et al 7).
In order to achieve this, the German government has set a target of
one million electric vehicles (EVs) on German streets for the year 2020
(Bundesregierung Deutschland 2). Given this amount, the additional grid
electricity demand cannot be neglected anymore. Moreover, the need for
a balance between supply and demand of electricity at all points in time
motivates a prediction of the time dependent electricity demand that is as
accurate as possible. On the one hand, such a prediction offers the opportu-
nity to evaluate the system’s generation adequacy in terms of the worst case
additional peak load and the overall needed energy demand. On the other,
an appropriate methodology enables further investigations into smart charg-
ing strategies such as demand-side management or vehicle-to-grid. Unfortu-
nately, due to a low market penetration, there is currently no representative
data for the deployment of EVs.
In the past, a couple of studies have attempted to estimate the additional
burden on different power systems through uncontrolled charging. For small
power systems such as Western Australia or Ireland, [15] and [5] show, that
200,000 vehicles already have a significant impact on the peak grid load.
[23] focus on analytically modeling EV consumption. They reveal for
the American National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) that the three
parameters weekday, charging power and intraday charging opportunities
have a significant impact on the time and the amplitude of the resulting peak
demand. Furthermore, they point out that some vehicles may not travel at
all, which alternates the overall charging load curve significantly. A Gaussian
model for the battery state of charge as a function of the traveled distance
is proposed by [18]. For UK travel data, they find that an EV penetration
of 20 % leads to a peak increase of 36.6 % in residential areas. [16] present
a model based on non-Gaussian distributions to commuters of Teheran, in
which the charging process is controlled by transition probabilities.
Based on the NHTS data set, [21] studies the impact of different driving
ranges on the EV demand. In contrast to previous work [23], he argues that
charging once results in only a slightly higher charging peak than charging
multiple times during the day, which increases the overall range and energy
2
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demand. The same data set is used by [10], who show some influence of so-
ciodemographic or behavioral variables such as income, age, and sex on the
EV load. The authors [17] and [12] both find for Germany that in the worst
case roughly 20 % of EVs are expected to recharge at peak time. They apply
either a variety of cars or a car engineering simulation. According to [1],
the EV charging peak in Germany will be in the morning hours, given that
charging at work is possible. Furthermore, they emphasize that the highest
charging peak differs within European countries. [8] simulate potential load
curves for uncontrolled charging in three regions of the US. They take dif-
ferent EV expansion scenarios and charging probabilities for pure battery
electric vehicles (BEV) and plug-in-hybrid electric (PHEV) vehicles into ac-
count. Even with a very aggressive fleet growth, the relative grid peak load
increase stays well below 2 %. Simulating EV load in distribution networks,
[14] argue that the relative peak demand increase in such a topology is even
higher than in the overall grid. [3] analyze a GIS dataset of combustion fuel
vehicles for two urban regions in Italy to investigate the potential of EVs to
meet mobility demand. They find a possible pure electric range of 8-28 %
in urban areas. To exploit data of EV charging stations, [24] propose a data
mining and fuzzy logic model in combination with weather data.
In comparison, the worst case EV peak demand within these studies
shows a great variance as indicated by Figure 1.
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
maximum peak load [kW/vehicle]
Figure 1: Maximum peak load comparison of previous studies. Each marker represents
one study result.
A major reason for the differences might lie in the underlying data sets
for driving patterns. In some studies, these are either not present i.e. [5, 15],
or not representative for the whole country i.e. [3, 24] and [16]. In addition,
there are some shortcomings with respect to the presentation of the vehicle
fleet. Only a few authors i.e. [23, 8, 12] and [17] differentiate between
BEVs and PHEVs. This and a broad variation of vehicle sizes, as seen with
combustion engine cars today, naturally leads to a range of possible EV load
curves, which has not been addressed so far.
Hence, we extend previous work with a detailed model, which retains
3
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the diversity of the car fleet, representing each vehicle with an individual
battery size and consumption. Applied to the German case, we present
boundary cases for BEV and PHEV as well as the distribution in between.
Third, we take a development of battery sizes for the vehicles classes into
account. Finally, our model poses the opportunity to generate input data
for energy system models simulating other charging options like demand-side
management and vehicle-to-grid, respectively.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
developed model and its input parameters. Subsequently, the applied sce-
narios with the focus on resulting uncertainties and capacity improvements
are described. Section 4 contains the results and a discussion. Remarks on
limitations of the results are given in section 5. Finally, we conclude.
2. Methodology
Since there is only a low penetration of EVs today, gaining representa-
tive data for load curve generation is challenging. Moreover, it is not clear
whether and how EVs will impact our mobility patterns. For PHEVs, these
patterns are probably alike combustion engine cars. For BEVs this is not
necessarily the case. Nevertheless, under the main assumption that mobil-
ity patterns remain the same, we have developed a model which exploits
existing data sources for conventional cars in order to obtain load curve
contributions from EVs. The existing sources comprise a diversity of vehicle
sizes and different user driving patterns, which represent the trip lengths
and the respective time intervals of driving. Given the aforementioned as-
sumption, we map combustion engine cars into equivalent electric vehicles
(EVE - electric vehicle equivalent)1, retaining the diversity in the vehicle
fleet (cf. Figure 2). Finally, applying the given driving patterns yields a
load curve for each vehicle, which in total sum up to the additional grid
load through EVs.
1The term electric vehicle equivalents is chosen to emphasize that the mapped vehicles
represent hypothetical EVs in terms of technical properties which are necessary for the
load curve generation.
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Figure 2: Overview of the model pipeline. First, each combustion engine vehicle is mapped
to an electric vehicle equivalent (EVE) with the parameters battery size and energy con-
sumption. Second, each EVE’s load curve is generated.
2.1. Driving patterns and combustion engine vehicles
The data set that includes individual driving patterns and technical
properties of combustion engine cars is given by the representative traf-
fic study KID 2010 [22]. Within this study, the focus was especially put on
commercially used vehicles up to 3.5 t. Therein, vehicle users were asked
to report their driving pattern for a single, randomly chosen day within one
year in a paper based postal survey. In total, 50.928 users responded. This
delivers a comprehensive overview of diverse usage patterns of combustion
engine vehicles in Germany.
In our analysis, we solely focus on passenger transport vehicles fueled
by diesel or gasoline with less than 3.5 t total weight. This refers to 15.601
vehicles from the study. Taking the scale up factor into account, the sample
represents 32 million vehicles in Germany. According to the KID study the
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scale up factor’s sum represents the annual mean of registered vehicles.2
It is worth to mention that there exists a second traffic study for Ger-
many, namely MID 2008 [9]. This study followed the same approach by
asking for a driving diary. We have disregarded this study for two reasons:
First, the vehicle properties are not given in such detail, which prevents our
goal of retaining the diversity within the vehicle fleet. Second, the question-
naire focused on households instead of single vehicles. Since the EV target
of the German government is set to one million EVs in 2020, relying on
households might be ambiguous.
2.2. Vehicle mapping
As mentioned above, the objective of the mapping is to yield an EVE
for each combustion engine car of our sample from the KID study, simul-
taneously retaining the diversity of the vehicle fleet. The parameters char-
acterizing each EVE are battery capacity and energy consumption, which
will be abbreviated as capacity and consumption, respectively. We describe
them separately, because each parameter has its own mapping procedure.
2.2.1. Capacity Assignment
The idea of the capacity assignment is as follows: the capacity size shall
be a function of the car class i, with larger cars having a larger capacity than
smaller ones. Furthermore, there shall be variations within these classes, as
is the case with combustion engine cars today. Since there is no classification
of the vehicles in the KID study, we use the one by [4].
As depicted on the left part of Figure 3, each combustion engine vehicle is
mapped to that one of the four vehicle classes ”supermini”, ”small”, ”large”,
”executive” where the distance d to the classes central point is minimal.
These points are determined by the two parameters curb weight (cw) and
cylinder capacity (cc), which are considered as proxies for the car size. In
mathematical terms:
i = i(cc, cw) = arg min
i∈I
di(cc, cw) (1)
The values for each classes central point (i.e. mean - µi) and size (i.e.
standard deviation - σi) were computed from samples of NCAP data. The
data is presented on the left side in Table 1.
2By January 2017, the total sum of vehicles in Germany is around 63 million out of
which roughly 46 million are passenger cars [11].
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For the distance measure d we use the euclidean distance as given in
equation (2). To account for the different dimensions of cw and cc, both
parameters are normalized by each classes standard deviation. Note that
in the schematic drawing of Figure 3, standard deviations are set equal for












Figure 3: Schematic drawing of the capacity assignment from combustion engine cars
to electric vehicle equivalents. At first, each vehicle is mapped to the class with the
closest central point, determined by the parameters curb weight and cylinder capacity.
Eventually, the battery capacities for being a BEV or a PHEV are mapped in accordance
with the vehicle’s class retaining the relative distance to the classes central point.
Table 1: Car classification of the sample in 2013 [4] according to engine displacement cc
and curb weight cw by calculated arithmetic mean µ and standard deviation σ (left side).
Own assignments (right side).
NCAP cc [cm3] cw [kg] cap [kWh]
Class i Sample µ σ µ σ µBEV µPHEV σ
Supermini 100 1234 177 990 123 18 6 1
Small 91 1554 203 1255 127 24 8 1
Large 88 1927 217 1423 131 30 10 1
Executive 25 2374 453 1630 170 36 12 1
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Because any norm is a positive real value, it is ambiguous whether the
EVE’s capacity is above or below the classes mean capacity. The direc-













Finally, for each technology class i, either being BEV or PHEV, the
capacity is calculated by the mean, the relative distance vector d̃ and the
standard deviation (cf. right side of Figure 3):
cap = µcapi + d̃ · σ
cap
i . (4)
Since vehicles currently offered on the market are mostly within the
classes ”supermini” and ”small”, we suppose reasonable parameters for the
capacity mean and standard deviation as presented on the right side in
Table 1.
2.2.2. EVE - Consumption Assignment
For the consumption calculation we assume a dependency on the curb
weight (cw) and the engine performance (P ), which allows for a mapping
from combustion engine vehicles to EVEs. Furthermore, similar to the bat-
tery size we expect a broader range of fuel consumptions with an increasing
variety of EVs on the market.
At first, the consumption FCfuel of each combustion vehicle from our
sample is estimated with formula (5) according to [13]. The technical char-
acteristics in the formula used are engine performance and empty weight
(M), which is the curb weight augmented by the weights of a standardized
driver and fuel (cf. equation 6). Gasoline and diesel are the two possible
fuels.
FCfuel(M,P ) = cfuel + αM,fuel ·M + αP,fuel · P, (5)
with
M = cw + 75 kg + 20 kg. (6)
For each vehicle in the KID study, a depiction of the regressed consump-
tion depending on the curb weight is given by the scatter plot in the upper
part of Figure 4. There, the engine performance is reflected via the relative
deviation in the direction of the y-axis.
8
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The measuring unit of consumption is converted via the lower heating
value LHVfuel and the fuel density ρfuel according to equation (7). The
specific parameter values and units are given in Table 2.
FCel = FCfuel · LHVfuel · ρfuel (7)


































Figure 4: Regression of the consumption against curb weight. The dots represent the fuel
consumption of passenger cars within the KID 2010 survey estimated with a formula by
[13]. The crosses represent the consumption of battery electric vehicles from a sample of
cars in series production at the beginning of 2017 [6]. Note that in the case of the resulting
EVEs, the curb weight is adjusted by the battery weight.
The lower part of Figure 4 shows the consumption FCEV of the EV
sample retrieved from [6] by crosses and the respective regression over the
curb weight.3
With respect to EVEs, we assume for simplicity that the weight of the
battery (mbatBEV) from BEVs is approximately the sum of the smaller battery
(mbatPHEV) and the combustion drive train (m
drive train
PHEV ) belonging to a PHEV
(cf. equation 8). Consequently, both technologies do have the same con-
sumption with the same curb weight. This seems to be reasonable because
3The reader might have noted the different slopes in Figure 4 of combustion vehicles
and EVs. This is due to the different efficiencies.
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Table 2: Regression parameters for fuel consumption
Parameter Unit Gasoline Diesel EV
c l (100 km) -1 2.20408532 -0.15976840 -
αM l kg
-1 (100 km) -1 0.00334308 0.00406798 -
αP l kW
-1 (100 km) -1 0.01515509 0.00485685 -
LHV kWh kg -1 11.1 11.8 -
ρ kg l -1 0.72 0.82 -
n kWh (100 km) -1 7.342392 0.253864 12.906427
αcw kWh (100 km · kg) -1 0.043682 0.041427 0.003524
battery and drive train only account for a small fraction of the total curb
weight. The average battery density (including overhead, e.g. a manage-
ment system) is assumed to be 0.12 kW/kg, which allows for the calculation
of the battery weight component.
mbatBEV ≈ mbatPHEV +mdrive trainPHEV . (8)
Finally, we obtain the EVE consumption for each vehicle in the KID
study by applying the regression line of the EV sample (cf. FCEV in Figure
4) and adjusting this value by the engine performance variation of the com-
bustion engine vehicles (FCfuel/FC fuel). The respective regression equation
for the fuels is given by:
FC fuel(cw) = αcw,fuel · cw + nfuel. (9)
The parameters are depicted in Table 2.
Since the curb weight of the combustion engine cars does not contain a
battery mass, we correct it by the mass obtained in section 2.2.1. Conse-
quently, we obtain:




2.3. Load curve generation
2.3.1. Load curve per vehicle
Given its driving patterns, each vehicle has the option to charge after the
last ride of the day (once) or in between any two trips (multiple). Conse-
quently, in combination with the technical properties of the vehicle and the
10
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charging power (p), it is possible to assess the vehicles state of charge (soc)
in dependence of the energy consumption through driving and charging.
The charging process and the resulting soc for one vehicle is schematically




















Figure 5: The state of charge and the respective load curve for one vehicle in dependence of
the energy depleted through driving and the recharged energy in the cases of the charging
options once/multiple times. The soc declines when the vehicle is driving. It increases
when charging occurs.
Additionally, with different capacities for PHEVs and BEVs, the full elec-
tric driving range varies leading to different total energy consumptions. In-
dependently from the charging frequency, there are theoretically two bound-
ary cases for each vehicle according to the two technologies PHEV and BEV,
constituting a lower and upper bound, respectively.
2.3.2. Total load curve over all vehicles
Some of the vehicles in KID 2010 are limited to being a PHEV since
total energy requirements exceed the BEV capacity. These vehicles that are
not feasible to be a BEV have only one load curve as a PHEV. In order
to take this restriction into account, we mark this boundary case with a
prime as bev′ emphasizing that a fraction of the EVEs is modeled as PHEV.
Consequently, the other boundary case will be denoted with phev.
Before summing up all single load curves, each is scaled up with the
respective vehicle’s gross up factor given by the KID study. This ensures
that the representative share of each vehicle type in the total population is
met. In the next step, the total load curve is adjusted by the share of vehicles
11
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marked as ”not driving” in the KID data. For working days and weekend
days these are 33 and 54 %, respectively. Therefore a further filter is set to
the day type of driving. Finally, the aggregated load curve is normalized to
one million vehicles for easier comparison. This also coincides with the goal
of the German government to have one million EVs on German streets by
2020 [2].
To quantify the range between the two boundary cases of phev and bev′,
the mapping to a BEV results for each vehicle in a probability distribution.
Monte Carlo method with 250 trials yields a distribution of the load curves.
For the distribution function we use the share between daily distance trav-




rmax r ≤ rmax
0 r > rmax.
(11)
This can be interpreted as a risk of exceeding the daily expected traveling
distance.
3. Scenario descriptions
To get a better understanding of the uncertainty, we carry out a sensi-
tivity analysis. In the following, the main input parameters are discussed
and the chosen scenarios are presented.
3.1. Discussion of parameters
3.1.1. Different weekday types
During working days (WDs) the driving pattern is predominantly deter-
mined by working obligations. In contrast, at weekend days4 (WEs) driving
patterns vary significantly from those observed for WDs, affecting the load
curve of EVs. We therefore simulate both vehicle clusters as separate load
curves.
3.1.2. Variation of the minimal charging interval
Given that users recharge their EV completely leading into the next day,
there are the two extreme options to recharge: Once after the last ride (once)
or during the day between any two trips (multiple). The multiple charging
4With weekend days we refer to all no-working days which are Saturday, Sunday and
official holidays. Although no-working would be more precise we keep the more intuitive
notation appealing to the weekly time structure.
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strategy can be restricted within the model by a minimal required park-
ing time. Depending on this parking time, one would expect a continuous
transition from the load curve of multiple charging to charging only once.
Model results showed that this is not the case. Instead, load transition on
WDs is not continuous. The resulting load curve jumps in dependence of
the required parking time at roughly six hours. A possible reason might be
the common nine-to-five working hours. Variations of the minimal parking
time then lead to very similar results as in both boundary cases once and
multiple. Therefore, we are not considering sensitivities for the minimal
charging interval.
3.1.3. Variation of charging power
With respect to charging power in Germany, there are already connection
points with 3.6, 11, 22 and 50 kW. The power rating of 3.6 kW is the stan-
dard for electrical sockets in average German households. A faster charging
option for households is already available with a power rating of 11 kW. In
public space, fast charging stations with 22 and 50 kW, are available. Espe-
cially for long distance trips, shorter charging intervals are ensured. These
two fast charging options are boundary cases from a practical point of view.
Up to 11 kW a charging power increase significantly raises the load curve
peak [21, 25]. In contrast, this effect does not persist at higher charging
powers as calculations have shown. The reason is that most vehicles are
completely recharged already within the first hour at 11 kW.5 Nevertheless,
we account for the three different charging powers of 3.6, 11 and 50 kW as
extreme and average cases.
3.1.4. Variation of the battery size between car classes
The current EVs in series production are mostly supermini and small
vehicles, except for a Tesla Model S and a Tesla Model X. Other premium
car manufacturer have not yet released their upper class vehicles as BEVs.
Therefore, the uncertainty within this segment is the highest. Moreover,
users of upper class vehicles in particular are unlikely to accept any compro-
mise with respect to traveling comfort and distances. Subsequently, within
these classes we assume a minor price sensitivity on the purchase decision.
To account for this, we use the capacities already presented in Table 1 as
5To illustrate this with an example: A large fraction of the population does not drive
more than 40 km/day. With a consumption of 20 kWh/100 km, 8 kWh are used, which
can be recharged within one hour.
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base case and an exponential increase within the car classes denoted by
progressive in Figure 6.
super- 
mini
























































Figure 6: Simulated average battery size per vehicle type and vehicle class for the realiza-
tions base and progressive [own assignment].
3.1.5. Variation of battery density
Apart from different battery sizes among classes, we model a higher bat-
tery density. This can be interpreted as technological progress. Variations
include 100 and 200 percent increase.
3.2. Deployed scenarios
3.2.1. Reference case with Monte Carlo method
The ’Reference’ scenario describes expected load curves depending on the
charging strategies once and multiple as well as the weekday type. Since
the boundary cases bev′ and phev are least likely, the resulting distribu-
tion between them is also taken into account, indicating the expected load
curve. The charging power in this scenario is 3.6 kW, which is a conservative
assumption with respect to the peak load.
3.2.2. Densitiy - increased battery density and charging power
In the scenario ’Density’, the battery density of the reference scenario is
increased by 100 and 200 percent given a constant battery weight. Further-
more, the charging power is set to 11 kW. On the one hand, this makes it
possible to investigate the influence of the charging power for the boundary
cases in the reference scenario. On the other hand, the objective is to quan-
tify the convergence of bev′ and phev, which results from the fact that there
14
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are more PHEVs that are then able to accomplish the complete daily dis-
tance purely electric. As a measure of convergence, we use the total energy
consumption for the two boundary cases. If both cases are equivalent, the
total energy consumption should be equal.
3.2.3. Plenty - increased battery density and progressive battery size over
car classes
Compared to the ’Density’ scenario, the scenario ’Plenty’ additionally
assumes a progressive battery size increase among the vehicle classes (cf.
Figure 6). This targets the uncertainty given by the lack of EVs in the
classes large and executive. The charging power is set to 50 kW to account
for an extreme value in this sense.
3.3. Scenario summary
All scenarios and deployed parameter configurations are summarized in
Table 3.
Table 3: Scenario parameterization for the three scenarios reference, density and plenty.
Parameters marked by ’x’ are being considered. Parameters marked by ’-’ are not.
Parameter / Scenario Reference Density Plenty
Workday/weekend x / x x / -
Charging power [kW] 3.6 11 50
Capacity density base progressive
Density improvement - x
Distribution function all bev′, phev
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Reference scenario
Figure 7 displays the additional load due to EVs considering lower (phev)
and upper bound (bev′) as well as the Monte Carlo method results. In detail,
the figure depicts the reference case of one million EVs depending on the
weekday type and the charging interval. The results are based on hourly
averaged values of the resulting energy requirements.
The highest peak load occurs in the bev′ case for charging once during
WDs with 375 MW at 7 p.m. when most of the vehicles have returned
15
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from work.6 Independent of the charging interval on WEs, the peak load is
significantly lower - by roughly one third - than on WDs. This is in line with
the results from [23] and [17]. It contrasts the findings of [21], who finds
different load structures for WDs and WEs, but each with similar peaks.
Compared to charging once, charging multiple times distributes the load
more evenly throughout the day. On WDs this leads to two similar peak
loads, one in the morning and one in the evening, which are the result of the
prevailing nine-to-five working hours. These peaks with a magnitude of 290
MW are approximately one quarter lower than the peak for charging once.
Qualitatively, this is congruent with [23]. In terms of absolute numbers,
our worst reference case results for charging once lies below most and well
above the minimal peak load, of the studies mentioned in literature. The
most important reason to mention here is that there is only a fraction of
vehicles driving every day, which was explicitly mentioned only by [23].
Note that the variance of the width of the first morning peak is smaller
than for the evening peak. The data therefore reflects the small variance in
the job arrival time in the morning, somehow implying that people arrive
’late’ at work but seem to be not that strict when leaving. On WEs the
peak’s magnitude is not affected by multiple charging, but it is shifted from
8 pm to 4 pm.
Furthermore, multiple charging leads to more similar load curves be-
tween bev′ and phev than charging once. Subsequently, tighter bounds
reduce the uncertainty on the expected load curve. In contrast, the op-
tion to charge between the stops results in a higher pure electric range of
PHEVs, therefore increasing the total energy demand (area underneath the
load curve) compared to once charging.
Since both peak load and total energy demand, are significantly above
the values of WEs, we focus the remaining analysis on WDs.
6Recall that a fraction of the EVEs is modeled as PHEV.
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(a) charging once - workday
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(b) charging once - weekend
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(c) charging multiple - workday
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(d) charging multiple - weekend
Figure 7: Load curves in the reference scenario. Black (bev′)/ gray (phev): vehicles that
can accomplish the total daily range fully electric are BEVs with the rest being PHEVs/
all vehicles are PHEVs; box plots: vehicles that can be either BEV or PHEV are assigned
to by a distribution function.
4.2. ”Density” - increased battery density
Comparing the zero percent battery improvements for bev′ and phev of
Figure 8 with the results from the reference case (Figure 7), one perceives
the effect of the charging power increase from 3.6 to 11 kW. Consequently,
the load curves are more distinct in less hours by increased peaks of roughly
70 MW. This seems reasonable, since the vehicles are recharged in a shorter
time interval. As most vehicles are already charged within the first hour
after arrival, a further increase of the charging power increases the charging
peak only marginally. With charging multiple times, the highest peak then
occurs in the morning hours as also indicated in [1].
Peak loads as well as retrieved total energy increase with a higher battery
density. There, phev is affected stronger than bev′ which is especially the
case for charging once. In numbers, if the battery capacity doubles, the
17
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peak increase for phev for charging once is more than one third, whereas
for BEVs it is only ten percent. This implies that most driving ranges can
already be accomplished with the BEVs’ capacity in the reference scenario.
A further increase up to 200 % of the battery capacity only slightly affects
the bev′ curve and total energy consumption. On the contrary, PHEVs still
benefit a lot, especially in the the case of charging once, where phev has
then reached a higher load curve as bev′ in the reference case.
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(a) charging once - workday
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(b) charging multiple - workday
Figure 8: Influence of battery density improvement on the load curve and the total energy
demand at workdays with 11 kW charging power with the sensitivities 0, 100, 200 %.
Influence of battery density improvement on the load curve and the total energy demand
at workdays with the sensitivities 0, 100, 200 %. Black (bev′)/ gray (phev): vehicles that
can accomplish the total daily range fully electric are BEVs with the rest being PHEVs/
all vehicles are PHEVs. The shares of the energy amounts from lower to higher battery
density for charging once are 70, 83, 87 % and for multiple charging are 94, 95, 94 %.
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4.3. ”Plenty” - increased battery density and progressive battery size
When there is an additional progressive increase of the battery size
within the vehicle classes, there is an even stronger alignment of the de-
mands from phev to bev′. In fact, with multiple charging there is hardly
any difference at all (cf. Figure 9b). Yet, charging once still exhibits a sig-
nificant difference between the two boundary cases for the status quo, or the
case of zero capacity improvement (cf. Figure 9a). This difference shrinks
tremendously with an improved battery capacity, although differences keep
being greater than for the case of multiple charging. Mainly due to the
greater battery capacity (progressive increase without battery density im-
provement), a higher share of bev′ leads to a further increase of the peak
demand of 30 MW. The fact that charging with 50 kW is feasible in this sce-
nario reduces the average width of the load curve even more. In the extreme
case of progressive battery sizes and a tripled capacity, the maximum peak
load reaches more than 560 MW for charging once. In the case of multiple
charing it is 390 MW.
Finally, there are some vehicles in the sample that go very long distances.
These can hardly be fulfilled by the (improved) phev capacities, which results
in small but constant differences of the total energy consumption between
bev′ and phev.
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(a) charging once - workday
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(b) charging multiple - workday
Figure 9: Influence of battery density improvement on the load curve and the total energy
demand at workdays with progressive battery size increase and 50 kW charging power with
the sensitivities 0, 100, 200 %. Black (bev′)/ grey (phev): vehicles that can accomplish
the total daily range fully electric are BEVs with the rest being PHEVs/ all vehicles
are PHEVs. The shares of the energy amounts from lower to higher battery density for
charging once are 85, 91, 94 % and for multiple charging are 98, 97, 98 %.
5. Limitations
Within the modeling of the additional grid electricity demand through
EVs, a couple of assumptions and simplifications have been made. These,
as well as their likely impact on our results shall be mentioned briefly.
First, we assume that people retain their driving habits in terms of trav-
eled distances and times of travel. As mentioned in section 2, it is uncertain
whether the switch to bevs has an impact on the driving behavior. Nev-
ertheless, it might be conceivable that working hours differ in the long run
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from the typical nine-to-five pattern. This certainly influences the temporal
structure of the energy demand. However, this change is unlikely in the very
near future. Therefore, driving patterns could be seen as a rather robust
parameter.
Second, we assume that people replace their combustion engine car with
an equivalent electric vehicle in terms of the vehicle size. Needless to say,
the choice of the car is dependent on socioeconomic parameters, for example
family size, income and perceived individual use of a vehicle. If people tend
to have bigger cars, electric energy consumption increases, and it decreases
if people choose smaller cars or public transportation.
Third, we do not account for seasonal differences. It is well known that
in winter average energy consumption is higher when a heating system is
used. Hence, the energy consumption is supposed to be higher during winter
times. Overall, this effect is very likely to be bounded by 20 % of the given
consumption. The manufacturer Tesla estimates it at less than 15 % [19].
Fourth, the used consumption of the electric vehicles was retrieved from
FuelEconomy.gov (2017). Additional charging efficiency, which would raise
the load curve by the respective amount, has not been considered.
Fifth, people might not recharge every day. Particularly, if the driving
distances are small, it is for example, conceivable that charging takes place
at the weekends when the vehicle is not being used. This naturally leads
to other charging strategies such as price driven charging, which are outside
the scope of this work, because they require further interaction with the
power system.
Sixth, one could ask whether the used variables are suitable for a map-
ping from combustion engine vehicles to EVEs. Our objective was to map
consistently to EVEs and, at the same time, to preserve the diversity of
the car fleet, given a minimal amount of variables. The data consistency is
mainly the result of the KID study, which includes both driving patterns
and vehicle parameters. Therefore, this approach might not be applicable
to any arbitrary traffic study without adaption.
Finally, the distribution function for the assignment of each vehicle, ei-
ther being a BEV or a PHEV, determines the expected load curve. But as
shown in sections 4.2 and 4.3, already with a doubling of the battery capac-
ity compared to the sample from 2013, the load difference between BEVs
and PHEVs is much less important.
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6. Conclusion
Electric vehicles are regarded as a promising alternative to decarbonize
the transportation sector. For one million electric vehicles the resulting
electricity demand is significant in total as well as by its peak. This pa-
per investigates these impacts with respect to the boundary cases where
almost all vehicles are pure (BEVs) and plug-in-hybrid battery electric ve-
hicles (PHEVs), respectively. Moreover, the uncertainty in between these
boundary cases is analyzed. For the time being, a practical dilemma is that
there is no representative data for electric vehicles driving pattern. For this
reason, we have developed a model that maps a multitude of combustion
engine cars into corresponding, distinctive electric vehicle equivalents. By
the use of the combustion engine vehicles driving patterns and the map-
ping, which links the energy consumption and battery capacity, load curves
for uncontrolled charging were generated over all vehicles. We differenti-
ated between workdays and weekend days as well as for recharging once and
multiple times.
We showed, that especially with state of the art technology for battery
capacities a differentiation between BEV and PHEV has a significant impact
on the energy demand. With almost all BEVs out of one million vehicles and
charging once after the last trip, the demand peak is with 375 MW roughly
20 % higher than for PHEVs. In terms of the energy needed, PHEVs in
total use 70 % of the amount of BEVs. If people also charge in between
their trips, e.g. while at work, the two charging curves are much closer
together. At workdays this would result in one morning and one evening
charging peak, each with approximately the same magnitude of 290 MW for
BEVs and 270 MW for PHEVs. In this case, PHEVs are able to accomplish
a larger fraction of their daily distance in pure electrical mode, resulting in
an energy demand only 6 % below the total BEV demand.
A higher charging power, namely 11 kW instead of 3.6 kW, leads to
a peak increase up to 70 MW and less distributed charging curves. Most
vehicles then can be recharged within the first hour after arrival. A further
increase in charging power and a progressive increase of the battery capac-
ities throughout vehicle classes does only have a minor effect on the load
peak, by at most 30 MW. If average battery capacities triple or with other
words, if almost all vehicles are able to accomplish their driving needs fully
electric, the worst case charging peak increases to 560 MW.
Both load curves converge with increasing battery capacities. Eventually,
the distinction between BEVs and PHEVs becomes less important. When
battery capacity is tripled and capacity increases progressively with vehicle
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size, the relative shares between PHEVs and BEVs at workdays is 98 %,
both for charging once and for charging in between the trips.
However, compared to other studies, our calculations result in a lower
energy demand due to the fact that the actual number of vehicles partici-
pating daily in the traffic is less than the number of registered vehicles.
Next to the presented numerical results, the high degree of detail of
the model allows for generating input parameters for energy system models
to further investigate the impact of the charging strategies demand-side-
management or vehicle-to-grid, respectively.
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i vehicle class -
parameters
αM,gasoline regression coefficient l/(kg·100 km)
αM,diesel regression coefficient l/(kg·100 km)
αP,gasoline regression coefficient l/(kW·100 km)
αP,diesel regression coefficient l/(kW·100 km)
nEV , nfuel regression constant kWh/(100 km)
αcw,EV , αcw,fuel regression coefficient kWh/(100 km · kg)
cfuel regression constant l/(100 km)
cap assigned capacity kWh
cc cylinder capacity cm3
cw curb weight kg
d normalized distance to class central points -
FCfuel combustion energy consumption l/(100 km)
FCEV electric energy consumption kWh/(100 km)
FCEVE EVE energy consumption kWh/(100 km)
FC fuel average regressed fuel consumption l/(100 km)
FCEV average regressed electric consumption kWh/(100 km)
LHV lower heating value kWh/kg
m mass kg
M adjusted curb weight kg
µcc, µcw, µcap class central point cm3, kg, kWh
p probability for eve assignment %
P engine performance kW
r driving range km
rmax maximal feasible range km
ρ fuel density kg/l
σcc, σcw, σcap class standard deviation cm3, kg, kWh
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 A broad range of CO2 prices was assumed in order to gain robust results.
 EVs can exacerbate or mitigate peak load depending on the charging strategy.
 Different CO2 prices lead to different qualitative impacts on power plant dispatches.
 Taking Germany’s neighboring countries into account, the system benefits from V2G.
 Charging with V2G does not necessarily lead to higher CO2 emissions.
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a b s t r a c t
We analyze the impact of different electric vehicle (EV) charging strategies on the German power system
in the year 2030 by explicitly including neighboring countries. A novel parametrization approach dealing
with the weekday dependent variations of EV demand is introduced. Investigating a broad interval of CO2
prices yields robustness against varying merit order curves. The underlying nonlinear relationship leads
to qualitatively different impacts of EVs on power plant dispatch at different CO2 prices. Furthermore, we
find that curtailment of renewable energy sources is reduced independently of the charging strategy.
Concerning system cost and emissions, the charging strategy vehicle-to-grid proves to be most beneficial.
We show that at low CO2 prices, a production increase of emission intense technologies, such as lignite
power plants is overcompensated by several other system components.
 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Charged with electricity from low carbon sources, electric vehi-
cles (EVs) are capable of reducing CO2 emissions in the transporta-
tion sector. Apart from reducing operational CO2 emissions, EVs
will impact the power system depending on the charging strategy.
These strategies can be classified according to the degree of intel-
ligent system integration. With uncontrolled charging (UNC), users
charge as soon as they are connected to the grid. In the case of cost
driven charging (DSM) - a special form of demand-side manage-
ment - there exists a fixed point in time when charging should
be completed. Consequently, charging can be controlled - often
through price spreads - within the resulting time interval. If there
is also the opportunity to feed electricity back into the grid, price
spreads have the potential to be still further exploited. This is
referred to as vehicle-to-grid (V2G), a concept which was first
made popular by Kempton and Tomić [1].
In previous studies, different authors have implemented EVs
into power systems which affect either prices or demand directly.
For a small distribution network, Morais et al. show that intelligent
charging offers the flexibility for smoothing the load curve [2].
Kristoffersen et al. [3] analyze DSM charging behavior for the Dan-
ish power market as price-takers and if there is market power. In
the first case, charging takes place during nighttime, whereas with
market power it is partly conducted during daytime. Moreover, a
potential reduction of system cost by flexible DSM charging com-
pared to less sophisticated charging strategies is analyzed in [4–
6]. A reason for this is found in the shifting of a large fraction of
EVs’ demand to hours characterized by lowest steady state opera-
tional cost and a small fraction to cut-off ramping cost [6]. Weis
et al. conclude that this advantage is even higher in cases where
additional wind generation has to be integrated, and increases
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2017.06.039
0306-2619/ 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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when it prevents capacity expansion [7]. Otherwise, system oper-
ation cost can be reduced by a substitution of thermal plants
through RES [8,9]. Hedegaard et al. see a substantial reason for
operational cost reduction in the reduced need for peak load power
plants [10]. Under the condition that the dispatched wind energy
does not exceed the required charging energy by a large margin,
EVs also help to circumvent imbalance cost from wind [11]. Talebi-
zadeh et al. [12] and Li et al. [13] also find a further reduction of
system cost through the integration of V2G. Withthin the Nordic
power system, which is already characterized by large amounts
of (hydro) storage capacity, Graabak et al. [14] reveal only minor
impacts of EVs. Eventually, the highest flexibility results from addi-
tional provision of spinning reserve. According to Pavić et al. [15],
in combination with DSM this is even more valuable than V2G
without spinning reserve.
In terms of CO2 emissions, literature is ambiguous. On the one
hand, controlled charging lowers CO2 emissions due to a decreased
number of start-ups and part load operation hours [16]. This also
holds if the share of RES can be significantly increased through
V2G [9]. According to the authors in [17], emission saving through
better RES integration overcompensates for additional emissions
from marginal electricity generation. On the other hand, load shift-
ing to hours with lowest power prices might increase emissions
[18,19,13]. This contradiction is emphasized by Hedegaard et al.,
who state that effects of EVs vary highly from country to
country [10].
On the smallest time scale, EVs are suited to contribute to fre-
quency response [20]. The authors in [21] argue that for such sys-
tem services electric delivery trucks are most profitable, since they
have a larger battery and are dispatched in a more rational way.
In the following, we study the impact of the three EV charging
strategies on the German power system.1 This case holds relevance
because it constitutes a large-scale power system undergoing a deep
structural transformation towards RES, coined the ‘‘Energiewende”.
Moreover, EVs offer demand and storage flexibilities which are cur-
rently quite scarce in Germany. Hence, this case is also of interest for
other power systems aiming to significantly increase their share of
RES, and which are currently mainly characterized by thermal gener-
ation accompanied by only minor storage capacities.
We contribute to the existing literature in the following ways.
We use sophisticated and unfolded EV data to represent distinct
units of EV clusters. Weekdays and weekend days are grouped con-
sistently with daily varying power system demand. Furthermore,
we offer an option to deal with the respective independence of
these day types existing in traffic studies. Compared to [19,23],
we expand the German case by its neighboring countries, taking
into account interdependencies with other power systems. Since
these effects are nonlinear, different system states might lead to
different conclusions. In particular, we show that the effect of
EVs on different power plant types differs qualitatively with differ-
ent CO2 prices. Therefore, we generalize the impact of EVs given
different shapes of the merit order curve caused by a detailed set
of varying CO2 prices.
The remainder is organized as follows. In Section 2, the imple-
mentation of EVs into a unit commitment (UC) model is formu-
lated. Section 3 provides the parametrization for the underlying
European power system for the year 2030 and the parametrization
of the EV clusters in Germany. Section 4 comprises simulation
results regarding system operation cost and CO2 emissions, as well
as a detailed analysis of interacting different power production
facilities and the power trade balance of the German power sys-
tem. The results and limitations are discussed in Section 5 with
respect to the modeling approach and the chosen parametrization.
Finally, Section 6 concludes. Appendix A comprises the nomencla-
ture. Appendix B contains a schematic representation of the model
MICOES. The EVs’ data and further figures associated with the sen-
sitivity analysis are presented in Appendices C and D.
2. Methodology
EVs are implemented in the spot market UC model MICOES.
Therein, different generation facilities are represented by their
techno-economic characteristics. The objective is to minimize the
system’s operation cost, as schematically given by Eq. (1). Since
power plant production supt;i is semi-continuous, binary variables
sut;i are used to model start-up processes for each unit i and time









Cvari  supt;i þ Csui  sut;i
  ð1Þ
The objective is subject to system (electricity and heat balance) and
unit constraints (such as ramp rates, minimum load or shut down
times). RES feed-in is based on synthetically generated time series
for all countries related to the weather conditions of one reference
year. To account for the overall energy balance, curtailment of RES is
feasible. In congruence to the current market conditions, this cur-
tailment is priced. Energy transfer between the countries is
restricted through net transfer capacities (NTCs). A detailed model
description of MICOES can be found in [24]. A graphical overview
is given in Appendix B.
In this paper, we focus on the modeling of EVs and their corre-
sponding parametrization.
2.1. Modeling electric vehicles
EVs are implemented according to the three charging strategies
of UNC, DSM and V2G. The reference case without any EVs is
denoted by NoEV. Due to its deterministic character, the UNC case
is modeled via adding the EVs’ demand to the system’s electric
energy demand. In contrast, DSM and V2G are considered as small
mobile energy storage plants, accounting for additional degrees of
freedom to the power system. The switching options between
charging and discharging as well as the state of the connection to
the grid are represented by a mixed integer programming formula-
tion. Instead of choosing the available fleet formulation applied by
[6,12,16], EV clusters with distinct arrival and departure times are
used in order to circumvent energy transfer between vehicles with
different driving patterns.
In lieu of optimizing the entire year at once, the rolling horizon
approach was used as demonstrated in Fig. 1, in order to reduce
computational complexity. A reduction to a sequence of subprob-
lems seems to be more suitable, since it better accounts for uncer-
tainty over longer time periods.2 In each iteration, one optimization
is carried out over an optimization horizon (OH) comprising T hours.
The control horizon (CH) then acts as a ’memory’ keeping track of the
system’s state.3
Fig. 2 displays the modeling scheme of the mobile storage
implementation for one storage entity i. The chosen optimization
horizon covers more than one day, enabling the mobile storage
plants to optimize their charging over night while anticipating
lower spot market prices.
The corresponding equations are discussed below, with
1 Although intuitively it seems that UNC is not viable with a large share of EVs,
there is detailed work by Harris and Weber [22] that suggests otherwise.
2 The optimization covers an entire year. Note that weather predictions are already
very unreliable over a few days.
3 In the applications reported in this work, we chose: scheduling horizon = 1 year,
OH = 36 h, CH = 24 h.
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decision variables denoted by lower-case and parameters by
upper-case letters, respectively. Each energy storage plant is char-
acterized by the following time dependent parameter set: maximal
capacity CAPmax, minimal capacity CAPmin, maximum charging
power P and energy parameter DSOC.
The state of charge soct is set to zero by restricting the capacity
to zero in cases where the car cluster is disconnected from the grid.
This corresponds to the time period used for traveling. In Fig. 2,
CAPmint¼d is employed to require a fully charged cluster before depar-
ture, denoted as terminal soc. The parameter DSOCa indicates the
energy connected to the grid by the car cluster upon arrival (a1).
The same holds for the disconnected energy DSOCd at departures
d1 and d2, respectively.
The soct is initialized by the state of charge of the previous opti-
mization iteration iter,
socitert¼t0 ;i ¼ SOC
init
i ¼ sociter1t¼tCH 8i: ð2Þ
The dynamics of the different i ¼ 1 . . .N storage plants (batter-
ies) are described by the discrete energy balancing Eq. (3) including
charging and discharging efficiency gin and gout as well as charged
input int;i and discharged output outt;i. The parameter DSOCt;i rep-
resents the energy amount connected and disconnected to the grid
in cases where the mobile storage plant departs to and arrives from
its trips. At the time step of the departure it is negative and at arri-
val it is positive, or else zero. Note that in Fig. 2, there is no time
dependence of DSOC. More precisely, DSOCt;i can take three values:
DSOCai in case of arrival, DSOCdi after departure or zero elsewhere.
soct;i ¼ soct1;i þ gin  int;i  1gout  outt;i þ DSOCt;i 8t; i ð3Þ
The energy content of arriving and departing vehicles is bounded
below and above by CAPmint;i and CAP
max
t;i . The minimum capacity
CAPmint;i ensures that departing vehicles are fully charged. Note, that
this parameter is time dependent and set appropriately after time of
departure. In the case of V2G,
CAPmint;i 6 soct;i 6 CAP
max
t;i 8t; i ð4Þ
denotes a security margin for discharging. If at the end of the opti-
mization horizon, departure d2 takes place beyond tT ; CAP
min has to
be adapted via
CAPminT;i ¼ CAPmaxi maxðd2  T;0Þ  Pi  Dt 8i; ð5Þ
while Dt is the time interval given by any two adjacent time steps.
Relation (5) is visualized by the dash-dotted triangle in Fig. 2. Sub-
sequently, Eqs. (4) and (5) imply a fully charged vehicle before
departure.
soctd1;i ¼ CAPmaxi 8i ð6Þ
Moreover, the sum of maximum power input and output is
restricted to the maximum charging power Pi multiplied by Dt.
int;i þ outt;i 6 Pi  Dt 8t; i ð7Þ
Logical conditions (8), (9) are introduced using the binary vari-
able bint;i andM being sufficiently large by the value of CAP
max
i . This
ensures that in the V2G case charging and discharging do not occur
simultaneously. Therefore, bint;i ¼ 1 corresponds to active charging
and bint;i ¼ 0 to discharging processes.
0 6 int;i 6 bint;i M 8t; i ð8Þ
0 6 outt;i 6 ð1 bint;iÞ M 8t; i: ð9Þ
In contrast to the V2G option, the output term outt;i vanishes for
unidirectional DSM charging. Conveniently, this is attained by fixing
the binary variable bint;i ¼ 1.
The coupling to the UC model is realized by the energy balance
constraint (10), wherein pp ¼ 1; . . . ; P sum up all other electricity
supply facilities suppp. The expression Dem denotes the aggregated










Fig. 2. Optimization framework of EV storage plants with time steps t ¼ 0; . . . ; T. The gray area represents the feasible region bounded by the capacities CAPmaxt and CAPmint .
The two dots indicate the terminal condition on the state of charge soc. The charging power P restricts the feasible region over time by limiting the speed of charging.
Fig. 1. Rolling horizon optimization approach. The scheduling horizon is divided
into different steps. Each consists of one optimization over a certain horizon. The
control horizon acts as ‘memory’ for previous optimizations.
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3. Input parameters
Consistent with official energy policy targets of the German
government,4 scenario evaluations for the year 2030 are performed,
given a broad range of CO2 prices. Accordingly, this section is divided
into a description of a projected power system and the EVs’
parametrization.
3.1. Parametrization of the rolling horizon approach
The optimization model is run for an entire year which com-
prises 8760 hours. To trade off computational complexity against
the forecasting interval, the optimization horizon is chosen to be
tOH ¼ 36. This is particularly important, since a shorter optimiza-
tion horizon would disregard the possibility to trade energy during
the entire parking period over nighttime or daytime. The control
horizon is set to tCH ¼ 24.
3.2. Power system parametrization
According to the German Grid Development Plan (NEP5) of
2013, the national electricity demand in 2030 is assumed to be
535 TWh. Almost two thirds of the energy consumed will be pro-
duced by renewable energy sources (RES) [26,27], accounting for
the amount of installed generation capacity shown in Table 1. The
temporal demand structure profiles [28] and the RES feed-in [29]
are based on the year 2010. For offshore wind, synthetically gener-
ated time series are used.
The assumed thermal production capacity is estimated to be
69 GW, which corresponds to the list of the Federal Network
Agency for power plants under construction, planned and decom-
missioned (Fig. 3, [30]). Missing capacities tomeet peak load supply
are compensated by gas power plants labeled as ’added’. Therein,
the biggest fraction relevant to Germany are gas turbines (GTs). In
terms of generation adequacy, they can be interpreted as a back-
up option. Compared to combined cycle and gas turbine plants
(CCGT), they exhibit a lower efficiency and lower investment cost.
The nuclear capacity in Germany is zero due to the phase-out
which will be finalized by 2023. Included neighboring countries
are the Netherlands, Belgium, Hungary, France, Switzerland, Aus-
tria, Czech Republic, Poland and western and eastern regions of
Denmark. They are embedded in a UC modeling framework in a
simplified way which ignores minimum power plant downtime
requirements. The demand of these countries is based on [31].
Their RES expansion are linear extrapolations of the goals for
2020 [32].
The NTCs are represented according to the NEP [26]. Exports
and imports comprise a capacity of 25 and 27 GW, respectively.
Fuel prices are taken from [26,27]. These sources are used to
ensure a consistent input scenario based on previous studies. It is
assumed that power plants adapt flexibility to an increased feed-
in of intermittent RES according to [33], including lower minimal
power requirements and higher ramp rates. Techno-economic
plant parameters are given in Table 2.
3.3. EVs’ parametrization
EVs were parametrized according to [34] for six million cars in
2030. Therein, load curves for uncontrolled charging for weekdays
(WD) and weekend days (WE) are created. In the UNC case, these
load curves are added deterministically to the energy demand.
The data are provided in Appendix C.1. Since all vehicles were
modeled individually, it is possible for the cases DSM and V2G to
generate for each mobile battery a tuple consisting of four param-
eters, namely ‘maximal capacity’, ‘energy consumed’ by traveling
(reflected by DSOC), ‘hour of arrival’ and ‘hour of departure’. In
total, if one classifies the mobile batteries according to the hourly
combinations of departure and arrival, this yields at most
24  24 = 576 daily EV clusters. Each cluster is characterized by
the total ‘maximal capacity’, the total ‘energy consumed’ and the
specific number of vehicles belonging to it.
3.3.1. Clustering
Individually resolved, 576 mobile plants would be computa-
tionally expensive. Because they are not evenly distributed plants,6
a reduced number of 16 plus one more aggregated clusters are cho-
sen. Each storage cluster includes at most one hour forward and one
hour backward of the original arrival and departure time. The addi-
tional cluster results from the fact that there is only a fraction of
vehicles driving every day. The remaining vehicles are permanently
connected to the grid, functioning as a stationary storage. On week-
ends, this fraction even increases. Data are provided in Appendix C.2.
According to the optimization horizon, it is assumed that EVs
fully recharge their batteries for the following day after having
completed their last ride of the current day. We assume an
11 kW three-phase charging power per vehicle.7 The minimum
amounts to 30% of the maximum capacity: for instance, a car with
a range of 150 km exhibits a 45 km security margin for unforeseen
events. Both charging and discharging efficiencies were set to 90%.
3.3.2. Independence of weekdays and weekend days
People use their cars during WDs and WEs. Nevertheless, these
driving patterns in the sample used in [34] for WDs and WEs are
independent from each other as exemplarily shown in Table 3.
Therein, two mobile batteries and one stationary battery are
depicted for WDs and WEs, respectively. Since it is not clear for
example, how ‘car 1’ behaves on WEs, a consistent parameter tran-
sition is required.
It is assumed that WD reflects the predominant driving pattern
due to regular working schedules. More precisely, on Monday and
Friday the driving pattern from WD applies, although the bidirec-
tional transition to WE takes place. To enable a transition from
WD- to WE-cars and vice versa, the mobile storage plants’ param-
eters are distributed according to their overall capacity share at the
time of arrival and departure.
As an example, Table 3 illustrates the approach for 24 hours. For
each day type, two cars and one stationary storage represent the
EVs.
4. Results
In this section, the impact of EV integration with different
charging strategies on the German power system is analyzed.
4 Recent registration figures [25] indicate that one million EVs in 2020 are a rather
optimistic goal.
5 NEP abbreviates the German term ‘‘Netzentwicklungsplan”.
Table 1
Assumed installed capacity and RES power generation [26,27].
Year 2030 Power generation (TWh) Installed capacity (GW)
Hydro power 23 5
Biomass 49 9
Wind onshore 130 61
Wind offshore 55 15
Solar photovoltaics 57 64
Geothermal energy 7 1
6 The given sample does not actually contain every entry of the 24  24 matrix.
Many entries are empty or have only minimal weight in terms of maximal capacity.
7 This connection is common in German households only for the stove. But in
future it is probable to become standard for the overnight charging of an EV.
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First, we compare the power generation sorted by technologies
as well as by CO2 emissions and overall system cost for a broad car-
bon price range in the case of NoEV. This serves as a benchmark for
the different charging strategies. Additionally, it grasps the nonlin-
ear impact on certain power generation technologies and the net
export.8 Subsequently, the embedding of EVs into the power system
is described using an hourly dispatch approach compared to the
residual demand of the NoEV case. Finally, we compare the impact
of different charging strategies on power generation and net exports,
as well as the system measures cost and emissions.
4.1. The impact of CO2 price without EVs – a benchmark
Fig. 4 depicts both the power plant dispatch and net export for
the German power system under varying CO2 prices omitting the
EVs. Generally, CO2 price influences on the dispatch are nonlinear,
strongly depending on their price level. At low CO2 prices, lignite
and hard coal are the dominant power sources. In addition, the
high net exports at these price levels indicate comparatively low
generation cost relative to neighboring countries. With an
enhanced CO2 price, gas production increases, finally becoming
the main power source.
Due to the associated modifications of the underlying merit-
order curve, various CO2-price-triggered ‘‘fuel switches” appear
within the transition. At first, production from hard coal plants
drops beyond 60 EUR/t and gets substituted by gas power plants.
Secondly, a price above 80 EUR/t leads gas power plants being
the cheapest option, sharply cutting the production of lignite
plants. Thirdly, at prices larger than 100 EUR/t, lignite is substi-
tuted by hard coal. Outside of this price interval, changes in the
production output per technology are roughly linear (see Table 4).
Furthermore, net exports almost diminish beyond the fuel
switches for hard coal and lignite with higher CO2 prices. Obvi-
ously, the competitive advantage of these plants in the power sys-
tem decreases.
The amount of RES curtailment as well as the use of pumped-
storage hydroelectricity plants (PSHP), indicated by the net value
for pumping minus generation, remains insensitive against
increasing CO2 prices. This reveals marginal flexibility within the
system caused by the RES feed-in.
4.2. How the CO2 price affects emissions and system cost – a
benchmark
With increasing CO2 prices, emission intense technologies are
substituted. Total emissions are lowered by one third over the
CO2 price interval (0–160 EUR/t), whereas generation cost in Ger-
many and neighboring countries double or almost triple (Fig. 5).
The strongest drop in emissions occurs simultaneously with the
fuel switches. Additionally, the significant drop in lignite produc-
tion results in a drop of emissions in the price interval between 0
and 20 EUR/t; emissions otherwise decrease by roughly the same
Fig. 3. Thermal and hydro power plant generation capacity for Germany and neighboring countries in 2030. Sources: [30] and own assumptions.
Table 3
WD-WE parametrization: Two WD {1,2} and two WE {4,5} mobile storage plants
with additional stationary storages {3} and {6}. The mobile storage at WE compen-
sates the missing WE-WD-capacity. Each plant is characterized by an arrival and a
departure time, as well as the parameters’ capacity and the state of charge at arrival.
The capacity share is the share within the respective day set.
set car a (pm) d (am) CAPmax CAPshare DSOC
a
WD 1 4 7 4 2=3 3
2 7 9 2 1/3 1
3 – – 3 2/9 2  2=9
WE 4 1 10 2 2/9 1
5 2 6 2 2/9 1
6 – – 5 5/9 4  5=9
Table 2
Thermal generation capacities, fuel prices, minimal power requirements and ramp
rates for Germany [26,27,30,33].
Year 2030 Fuel price
(EUR2013/MWhth)
Pmin (%Pmax) Ramp rate
(%Pmax/min)
Uranium 3.85 0.45 0.01
Lignite 1.58 0.35 0.04
Hard coal 23.95 0.20 0.06
Natural gas (CCGT) 39.92 0.20 0.08
Natural gas (GT) 39.92 0.20 0.20
Light fuel oil 68.05 0.20 0.03
Heavy fuel oil 36.29 0.20 0.03
8 We define net exports by exports minus imports of electricity.
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rate. Concerning system cost, there is a piecewise increment for
Germany, emphasizing the fuel switch. For neighboring countries,
cost growth is linear because of the less diversified power plant
parks.
4.3. Hourly EV battery dispatch
Fig. 6 depicts the average weekly hour9 mobile storage dispatch
according to the different charging strategies and the respective
residual energy demand at a CO2 price level of 40 EUR/t.10 Model cal-
culations were performed for a whole year, with each data point in
the graph representing the arithmetic average over all weeks within
the optimization results. Evidently, the cost effective charging strate-
gies differ in their structure and magnitude. Caused by the varying
energy requirements, week- and weekend days’ charging patterns
strongly deviate from each other.
This emphasizes that UNC, which is characterized by charging
during times of peak demand in the evening, acts as an additional
burden to the power system and exacerbates scarcity. Compared to
UNC, DSM and V2G shift charging to times of lower demand during
the night. Indeed, a lower demand implies lower electricity prices
during these hours, ceteris paribus. The two advanced charging
strategies are therefore able to exploit the price differences even
more with higher charging powers.
For DSM, this leads to peak charging loads slightly above UNC.
In the case of V2G, the charging peaks are enhanced by a maximum
factor of four. This is due to the storage usage of V2G. Effectively,
V2G’s charging behavior is almost opposing the behavior of UNC
by feeding electricity back to the grid during peak loads on
weekdays.
On weekends, DSM and V2G charge in the early morning hours
and especially during times of PV feed-in. Due to a reduced vehicle
usage, most of the V2G charging cars operate even more as a sta-
tionary storage, massively shifting energy. Especially at times of
peak demand on Fridays and Saturdays, energy is drastically fed
back to the grid anticipating lower prices on the next day to refill
the storage. Consequently, the energy demand in the night hours
on Monday is low compared to the other weekdays.
4.4. The impact of EVs on the German electric power generation and
net export
4.4.1. Lignite
Fig. 7 shows that the impact of the charging strategy of six mil-
lion vehicles on the power generation of lignite power plants is
small compared to a CO2 price variation (cf. the different bar bun-
dles). In the case of UNC, the production from lignite plants is
higher than that in the case of NoEV for all CO2 price scenarios.
Apparently, the additional power demand of the vehicles enhances
the use of lignite-fired power plants according to the merit order.
For the flexible charging strategies, it is ambiguous. Up to the fuel
switch at 80 EUR/t, V2G incrementalizes the output of lignite
power plants; beyond this amount, production is reduced. DSM
is always situated in the midst of the other two strategies. Since
the fuel switching behavior also affects the impact of V2G and
DSM, it can be concluded that the flexibility favors the power
plants at the beginning of the merit order. It implies that at low
CO2 prices, inflexible lignite plants are supported by flexible charg-
ing technologies.
4.4.2. Hard coal
Up to the first fuel switch at about 60 EUR/t, hard coal also bene-
fits from EVs independently of the charging strategy (cf. Fig. 8). Nev-
ertheless, in contrast to lignite, this gain is the smallest for V2G.
Beyond the fuel switch, additional storage capacities in the form of
V2G lead to a reduced power production from coal plants. With
UNC and DSM, the production from hard coal plants increases –
independent of the CO2 price.
4.4.3. Natural gas power plants
Fig. 9 demonstrates that UNC and DSM enhance the production
originating from natural gas plants. Complementary to lignite and
hard coal power plants at low CO2 prices, V2G leads to a lower pro-
duction. Consequently, beyond the first two fuel switches, one
would expect the mirrored image of lignite plants at low CO2 prices
with natural gas plants to then be most competitive. This is, how-
ever, not the case in our results, the reason being the cost spread
among CCGT and GT plants. The CCGT plants already operate in
the same way at very high capacity levels independent of the
charging strategy (cf. Appendix D.17). Since there is a difference
in production between 100 and 120 EUR/t, this indicates few
9 The average weekly hour value is the average of a data set accounting for each
hour of one week. The model covers 52 weeks, each data point therein corresponds to
the average over 52 data points.
10 Different CO2 prices do not change the dispatch structure. With increasing CO2
prices, V2G gets dispatched a little less. The other charging strategies are not affected
at all.
Fig. 4. Power plant dispatch and trade balance for varying CO2 prices without electric vehicles projected for 2030.
Table 4
Fuel switches between lignite, hard coal and natural gas fired power plants depending
on the CO2 price. The first power plant type gets substituted by the second within the
given CO2 price interval.
Fuel switch CO2 price (EUR/t) Switching plants
First 60–80 Hard coalM Natural gas
Second 80–100 LigniteM Natural gas
Third 100–120 LigniteM Hard coal
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options for substitution at these price levels. The German GTs com-
pete with gas power plants from neighboring countries. Therefore,
V2G is used to allocate the power generation efficiently between
the countries over time, reducing the production of natural gas
GT plants in Germany as given in Appendix D.18.
4.4.4. Net exports
With respect to the trade balance portrayed in Fig. 10, all charg-
ing strategies reduce net exports uniformly – independent of the
CO2 price – by roughly 4 TWh (UNC, DSM) and 10-12 TWh
(V2G). This results in systemic effects through EVs – even for a
time-dependent demand of UNC. Up to the first fuel switch, net
exports slightly decrease for UNC and DSM. In the case of V2G,
net exports stay constant. Until this point, lignite and hard coal
plants are highly competitive, leading to a significant power
export. Consequently, net exports steeply decrease with higher
CO2 prices. A constant drop of energy exports might emerge from
system inflexibilities.
Another effect is observed by investigating imports and exports
separately. With falling competitiveness of lignite and hard coal
due to increasing CO2 prices, exports decrease and imports
(Figs. D.19 and D.20) increase, respectively.
In contrast to the net exports, imports hint at some inflexibili-
ties with UNC that are compensated. Consequently, DSM offers
Fig. 6. Weekly power demand of EVs in comparison to the residual load curve for Germany in 2030. Shown are all hours in the week with hourly values obtained by averaging
all 52 values of corresponding hours in the week (e.g. the first hour on Mondays etc.).
Fig. 7. Power generation by lignite power plants portraying different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. 5. Cost and emissions for varying CO2 prices without EVs projected for 2030.
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more flexibility by lowering them. Surprisingly, imports are mostly
incremented by V2G which reveals that energy is imported and
shifted in time. This results in two different time dependent uses
of imports: one for the direct use in EVs (UNC) and one to benefit
the system (V2G).
Complementary to imports, exports decrease with increasing
CO2 price, especially after the first fuel switch, because the mod-
eled neighboring countries contain less lignite and hard coal
plants. The charging strategies reduce exports. This yields a better
integration of RES compared to NoEVs, whereas the advantage of
DSM over UNC is very small. V2G nearly depletes exports by the
triple amount of UNC charging.
4.4.5. Curtailment of RES
Consistent with power plant production and net exports, all
charging options reduce curtailment of RES as shown by Fig. 11.
Therefore, it can be concluded that even the demand of UNC is
partly aligned with RES feed-in. Curtailment can be cut by up to
3%. DSM lowers curtailment by roughly 1 TWh, which is equivalent
to 10%. These findings are in line with [19]. The flexibility stem-
Fig. 8. Power generation by hard coal power plants for different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. 9. Power generation by natural gas power plants for different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. 10. Net power exports at different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
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ming from V2G tremendously reduces the curtailment by about
two thirds. Moreover, curtailment is insensitive to the CO2 price.
This makes sense, because RES have the lowest marginal cost.
The CO2 price only affects thermal plants, which all have a higher
fuel cost.
4.4.6. Net PSHP
The total production from PSHP plants illustrated by Fig. 12
constitutes a comparatively small energy amount due to the low
share of installed capacities in Germany. In general, production
from PSHP is insensitive against the CO2 price. Only at lower CO2
prices are their activities slightly increased to complement the
highly competitive lignite power plants. While UNC slightly
increases the use of PSHPs, DSM reduces it. The strongest impact
originates from V2G, halving PSHP activities. This highlights the
potential for competition among different flexibility options.
4.5. The impact of EV on the system cost and emissions
4.5.1. System cost
The system operating cost in Germany vary slightly due to EVs,
as Fig. 13 depicts. The effect stays constant for each charging strat-
egy, independently of the CO2 price. In the cases of UNC and DSM,
cost rise is due to additional power demand at peak hours of the
Fig. 12. Net PSHP production for different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. 13. System operating cost for Germany at different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. 11. Curtailment of RES for different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
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residual load. Since DSM has more degrees of freedom, cost are
lower than for UNC.
V2G alters the power plant dispatch and trade flows such that
storage opportunities outweigh the cost for the charging power
demand. The total system cost can even be reduced.
Although EVs are implemented into the German power system,
they impact system cost for the other modeled countries (Fig. D.21)
as well, following the German trend.
4.5.2. CO2 emissions
Obviously, an increased electrical demand due to EVs and the
associated power production inflates emissions in Germany. This
is valid for all charging strategies up to the second fuel switch,
beyond which gas power plants become more competitive than
lignite plants. Compared to UNC, higher flexibilities decrease emis-
sions, although the production of lignite plants with highest speci-
fic emissions simultaneously grows. This is due to lower emissions
through production reduction of hard coal and gas power plants,
and the better integration of RES. With a CO2 price above the sec-
ond fuel switch, emissions are the lowest for V2G. They reflect the
decreased power production from lignite and hard coal plants,
which is accessible if V2G is available (see Fig. 14).
5. Discussion of limitations
We briefly discuss some model limitations with respect to their
likely impact on our findings. In [19], limitations and influences of
the UC problem, which pertains to the uncertainties of the future
power plant fleet, historical feed-in data and a perfect grid are
examined. Generally, these restrictions also hold for our results.
In contrast to [19], we have also taken into account neighboring
countries. Because these parameters are uncertain, the same argu-
mentation applies as for German power plants. Due to the missing
down time requirements and hence higher model flexibility of
power plants outside of Germany, energy exchanges between the
countries are overrated. The fact that EVs are absent in other coun-
tries makes these to use German V2G flexibility, hence increasing
energy exchange.
On the other hand, flexibility through EVs is underestimated
due to the main assumption that EVs charge after their last ride
of the day. The option of intraday charging would potentially
increase flexibility during the day, which would benefit power
plants with the lowest variable cost. Furthermore, the assumed
peak load is below average compared to other studies (cf. [34]).
This mainly reduces the output from peak load power plants in
the case of UNC charging.
The integration of EVs is overrated in the sense that there are
additional costs occurring in reality. Such costs might include
transaction cost for the installation of intelligent charging strate-
gies or cost for the fleet aggregation or battery degradation in
the case of V2G. It is battery degradation in particular which yields
different opinions about realistic cost of use. Peterson et al. [35]
regard this as a minor cost, whereas the authors in [36,23] consider
battery degradation as a main cost disadvantage. Nevertheless,
quality and prices of battery storage technologies are rapidly pro-
gressing. With respect to the modeled year, it is very likely that the
technology approaches competitiveness.
The assumed average capacity per EV of the car clusters varies
between 64 and 85 kWh, which is about twice the current battery
size.11 Larger or smaller batteries increase or decrease the provided
flexibility. The opposite holds for the chosen security margin of 30%
(cf. Appendix C.2). Moreover, flexibility variations also result from
differences in the assumed charging connections. In the event that
a considerable amount of fast charging stations becomes available,
the total energy demand through EVs might concentrate in a few
hours, especially in the cases of the advanced charging options
DSM and V2G.
In contrast to the results presented, which constitute boundary
cases, it is likely that there is actually a combination of the three
charging strategies.
Finally, results for extreme CO2 prices should be evaluated more
carefully. They represent limiting cases in favor of lower CO2 emis-
sions. It is questionable whether such price levels are reached,
since higher prices may entail technological innovations towards
even less intense technologies, decreasing the demand for certifi-
cates and hence dampening rising prices.
6. Conclusion
We analyzed the effect of electric vehicles (EVs) at varying CO2
prices on the German power system with respect to the target of
six million vehicles in the year 2030. We proposed a methodology
for the integration of the three different charging options of uncon-
trolled charging (UNC), demand-side management (DSM) and
vehicle-to-grid (V2G). The effects on cost, emissions, power plant
dispatch, curtailment of renewable energy resources (RES) and
trade balance were studied. The results for cost and emissions
were extended to neighboring countries in order to figure out the
interdependencies within the European power system.
Fig. 14. CO2 emissions for different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
11 The Tesla Model S P100D already contains a 100 kWh battery.
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Our findings reveal the following relevance for policy makers.
First, power scarcity can be exacerbated or mitigated through
EVs, affecting prices and overall system cost. In particular, UNC is
applied after the last ride at times of peak demand, which results
in increasing prices. Flexible charging options either shift demand
(DSM) to hours with low prices or mitigate peak demand by feed-
ing electricity back (V2G) and thus lowering prices. Hence, it would
be beneficial if the run-up of EVs is accompanied by a prompt shift
towards advanced charging options.
Independently from the charging strategy, EVs help to integrate
RES – all options reduce their curtailment. V2G is by far the most
useful implementation in terms of RES integration, once again
encouraging a shift to advanced charging options.
Third, in combination with high CO2 prices, the flexibility pro-
vided through EVs leads to lower CO2 emissions. As flexibility ben-
efits the production facilities with lowest specific cost, this might
currently support emission intense technologies such as lignite
power plants. Nevertheless, once the CO2 price is sufficiently high
to support low emission technologies, the competitiveness of
power plants with low CO2 emissions is improved by EV flexibility.
This further decreases emission intense output from lignite power
plants. Moreover, it is important to realize that these effects are
nonlinear, which leads to differences in absolute terms when
results at high and low CO2 prices are compared. Consequently,
to exploit the potential of EVs, a well functioning emission trading
scheme with adequate price incentives is crucial.
Fourth, in terms of CO2 emissions and energy production cost,
the integration of advanced EV charging strategies exhibits positive
systemic synergies. Therefore, a growing production through emis-
sion intense technologies caused by flexible EV charging strategies
does not necessarily lead to higher CO2 emissions. The responsible
counter effect is realized through a better integration of RES,
increased energy flows with neighboring countries and a substitu-
tion of other thermal power plants. If the value of the flexibility
provided through EVs is higher than their energy demand, this also
decreases overall energy production cost. It underlines the impor-
tance of storage technologies from a systemic point of view.
Finally, EVs compete with other flexibility options For Germany,
these are mainly pumped-storage hydroelectricity plants providing
power in the short term. Since flexibility is necessary for integrat-
ing intermittent RES, incentives should be considered to keep such
flexibility in the system.
Further research to this work could contribute either by exam-
ining different aggregation methodologies for the advanced charg-
ing strategies, e.g. weekly horizons allowing vehicles to charge
during parking times, or by a detailed investigation of uncertain
EV parameters as e.g. efficiency improvements. In addition,
another focus could be the consideration of larger time scales,
e.g. weekly, to account for EV owners’ personal optimization hori-
zon which looks ahead to lower prices at the weekend. Finally, effi-
ciency gains should be evaluated in terms of their potential to offer
sufficient monetary incentives for different charging options.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature
Table A.5
Appendix B. MICOES - model
The used model MICOES (Mixed Integer Cost Optimization of
Energy Systems - cf. Fig. B.15) minimizes overall system operation
cost. A detailed description of the used equations is given in [24].
For every unit, the following technical and economic parame-
ters are taken into account:
 fuel and CO2 prices and additional variable costs of power
plants,
 power plant efficiency,
 time steps,
 power output,
 minimum and maximum capacity,
 ramp rates, which describe the restricted capabilities of power
plants to increase or decrease their power output within one
time interval,
 minimum operation and shut down times,
 start-up costs (taking into account the previous shut down
time).
Apart from the objective function, which is schematically repre-
sented by Eq. (1), the most important equations for the unit com-
mitment formulation are the following constraints: Eq. (B.1)
restricts the power output supt;pp of plant pp to be in between
the minimum CAPminpp and the maximum CAP
max
pp power plant pro-
duction capacity. If the power plant is turned on, the respective
binary variable st;pp is set to one.
st;pp  CAPminpp 6 supt;pp 6 st;pp  CAPmaxpp 8t; pp ðB:1Þ
Table A.5
Sets, indices, parameters and variables.
Item Description Unit
Sets and indices
i 2 I Electric vehicles or power plants
t 2 T Time periods
pp 2 P Electricity supply facility
Parameters
Cvari Marginal production cost EUR/MWh
Csui Specific start-up cost EUR
SOCiniti Initial vehicle state of charge MWh
gin Charging efficiency (%)
gout Discharging efficiency (%)
DSOCt;i Energy retrieved for and available after driving MWh
CAPmint;i Minimal capacity requirement MWh
CAPmaxt;i Maximal storage capacity MWh
CAPminpp Minimal power output MW
CAPmaxpp Maximal power output MW
a Arrival time –
d Departure time –
iter Iteration step of rolling horizon approach
Pi Maximal charging and discharging power MW
Ruppp Ramp rate up MW
Rdownpp Ramp rate down MW
Dt Time interval length h
Demt Total energy demand MWh
M bigM constant MWh
Variables
supt;pp Power plant output/power supply MWh
sut;i Start up indicator {0,1}
st;pp Status variable for being turned on {0,1}
soct;i State of charge MWh
int;i Charged energy amount MWh
outt;i Discharged energy amount MWh
bint;i Binary restriction to charging or discharging {0,1}
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Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) restrict the change of power output between
two consecutive time intervals by the rates for ramping up Ruppp
and down Rdownpp .
suptþ1;pp  supt;pp 6 Ruppp  Dt 8t;pp ðB:2Þ
supt;pp  suptþ1;pp 6 Rdownpp  Dt 8t; pp ðB:3Þ
The system constraint, which couples system energy demand




suppp ¼ Demt 8t: ðB:4Þ
Appendix C. EV parametrization
C.1. UNC – parametrization
The EV parametrization is retrieved from [34]. Therein, electric
vehicle equivalents are mapped to passenger cars from the traffic
study ‘‘Kraftfahrzeugverkehr in Deutschland 2010 (KID 2010)”.
This approach retains the diversity in the vehicle fleet, resulting
in an individual battery size and energy consumption for each elec-
tric vehicle equivalent. In combination with the respective driving
pattern for each vehicle, the total time dependent load curve can
be generated as presented in Table C.6. It is assumed that charging
occurs after the last ride once per day with a charging power of
11 kW per vehicle.
C.2. DSM and V2G – parametrization
In contrast to the deterministic UNC case, the flexible charging
strategies DSM and V2G offer more degrees of freedom with
respect to the time of charging and energy flows. They are regarded
as mobile storage plants which can be viewed as a subset of sta-
tionary storage plants, exhibiting further constraints for driving
purposes and in case of DSM, prohibiting outflows. The required
storage parameters of capacity, energy consumption for driving
as well as the driving time are again retrieved from [34]. Therein,
the battery size is assumed to triple compared to electric vehicles
in series production of 2013. The clustered storages are depicted in
Table C.7.
Appendix D. Figures
D.1. Production for CCGT and GT natural gas power plants
As depicted in Figs. D.17 and D.18 the main natural gas produc-
tion in Germany stems from CCGT power plants. Only a small frac-
tion, namely for peak load operation, is covered by GT plants. This
is reasonable, since GT plants are less competitive. Up to the sec-
ond fuel switch at 80 EUR/t (see Section 4.1), UNC increases pro-
duction, DSM roughly maintains it and V2G lowers it for both
plant types. In relative terms, GT plants are more affected by EVs
than CCGT plants because they are peak load plants. Beyond the
Table C.6
EV parametrization for uncontrolled charging covering six
million passenger cars in 2030. ‘WD’ represents weekdays and



























Fig. B.15. MICOES - model according to [24].
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fuel switch, all EV charging strategies slightly raise production
from CCGT. This is due to the fact that at very high CO2 prices,
CCGTs are most competitive, running almost at their maximum
capacity. On the other hand, GT plants are mainly effected by
V2G substituting them.
D.2. Exports and imports
Figs. D.19 and D.20 display the decomposed exports and
imports. The respective analysis is presented in Section 4.4.4.
D.3. System cost and emissions in other modeled countries
Depending on the CO2 price, system cost and emissions reveal
an inverse behavior. As depicted in Figs. D.21 and D.22, cost
increases linearly and emissions decrease. The linear shape of the
cost curve results from the less diversified power plant portfolios
in neighboring countries compared to Germany. Nevertheless,
the relative impact of the CO2 price is a lot higher on the system
cost than on emissions. With respect to the charging strategy, each
measure favors intelligent charging strategies.
Table C.7
Clustered mobile storage plants covering 6 million EVs with their capacity and state of charge at arrival on weekdays (WD) and weekend days (WE). The letters a and d represent
the arrival and departure hours interval of clustered cars to a mobile storage plant with the respective parameters of number of vehicles n, maximal capacity Capmax and state of
charge after arrival SOCa .







1 7 11 199,813 96,104 13,880 13,338 7741 7511
2 10 11 379,649 612,150 26,906 26,141 43,139 42,132
3 7 14 404,042 129,029 27,815 26,084 9299 8808
4 10 14 235,517 229,582 17,325 16,080 17,369 16,704
5 7 17 1,189,036 177,723 81,921 75,723 11,734 11,060
6 10 17 273,655 209,268 19,822 18,600 14,029 13,067
7 13 17 127,008 252,298 8996 8549 17,802 16,933
8 13 14 122,337 223,483 8919 8606 15,517 15,184
9 7 20 535,926 122,219 38,065 34,649 8762 7855
10 10 20 147,267 148,086 10,985 10,095 11,274 10,160
11 13 20 60,794 113,182 4161 3787 8528 8057
12 16 17 108,055 83,178 7621 7413 6001 5905
13 16 20 30,574 115,926 2487 2379 7584 7184
14 19 20 31,765 48,438 2210 2162 3739 3523
15 8 22 98,986 62,244 6414 5771 5312 4199
16 13 22 47,285 120,410 3180 2941 7721 7008
17 – – 2,008,290 3,256,680 161,065 – 246,220 –
Fig. D.18. Production natural gas GT for different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. D.17. Production natural gas CCGT for different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
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Fig. D.20. Imports at different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. D.21. System operating cost for other countries at different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. D.19. Exports for different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
Fig. D.22. CO2 emissions for other countries at different charging strategies and CO2 prices.
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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we investigate the impact of different electric vehicle charging strategies on spot market
power prices for the case of Germany. We also provide a detailed analysis of uncertainties resulting from
vehicle-to-grid (V2G), the most flexible charging option. Since the integration of renewable energy
sources requires flexibility, we compare V2G with two competing systemic flexibility options provided by
highly flexible power plants and resulting from EU high voltage grid expansion, respectively. In all cases
we find that V2G has by far the most significant impact on prices, mainly smoothing them, while
reducing, for example, the surplus electricity from renewable energy sources. V2G also has the strongest
influence on prices compared to the systemic flexibility options of more flexible power plants or network
expansion. In addition, we show that it is important to take the structural difference between working
days and weekends into account. Especially on weekend days, which are usually characterized by low
power demand, V2G raises power prices the most. Finally, the price effects are accompanied by a
saturation effect, which is already noticeable in the German case at two million vehicles.
© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
At the 21st conference of the parties (COP21) to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 2015 (UNFCCC)
in Paris, the participating nations settled an agreement to reduce
global CO2 emissions [1]. In this process, the transportation sector
has an important role to play. With a transformation to electric
vehicles (EVs) emissions may be significantly reduced as long as the
required electricity is produced by renewable energy sources (RES)
[2]. In 2016, for the first time, the global number of EVs exceeded
one million [3]. To emphasize its goal of six million EVs by 2030 [4],
the German government initialized a purchase premium.
Although EVs might contribute to the overall goal of emission
reduction, their roll out will affect the power system. Quantifying
the expected impact requires an understanding of the resulting
energy demand that is challenging due to a current lack of empir-
ical data. Nevertheless, there is a wide range of modeling ap-
proaches to generate deterministic load curves for uncontrolled
charging (UNC) of EVs from the immediate moment they are con-
nected to the grid [5e8]. In contrast to UNC, the feasible charging
strategies of price driven and bidirectional charging offer a signif-
icant degree of freedom. In the first case, the exploitation of power
price differences result in some form of demand-side management.
We therefore abbreviate this loading variant with DSM. In addition
to potential load shifting, batteries can be occasionally discharged
with bidirectional charging, which often is referred to as vehicle-to-
grid (V2G). In consideration of the energy demand for driving
purposes, effectively, EVs then act as mobile energy storage plants.
As a consequence, different EV charging strategies lead to a
different power plant dispatch, different overall power system
operation cost, and different CO2 emissions. These impacts were
studied for a variety of countries in Refs. [5,9e14]. Although the
structures of the power systems differ, with respect to costs and the
possible integration of RES all studies prefer flexible charging
strategies over uncontrolled charging. Other flexibility options
through EVs are discussed in Refs. [15e18].
Nonetheless, none of the aforementioned studies analyzed the
direct effects on spot market prices. To the best of our knowledge,
there has been very little research regarding to this topic. Schill [19]
applied a hypothetical car fleet to the estimated German power
plant fleet of 2020 and found that increased charging flexibility
leads to decreasing peak prices. Due to the selected year this work
considers a rather moderate share of renewable energy sources and
”only” one million EVs. Razeghi and Samuelsen [20] compare the
two strategies of UNC and DSM. They obtain a price increase in the
case of charging at peak demand and decreased average prices
when charging is incentivized by electricity prices which are time
dependent on the spot market prices.
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Hence, we extend previous work by a comprehensive analysis of
the impacts resulting from EV charging strategies on the spot
market power price for the case of Germany in 2030. At that time,
the power system will be characterized by a large share of RES, the
absence of nuclear power plants, and increased share of EVs. Since
intermittent RES require some degree of flexibility for their inte-
gration, we focus on possible uncertainties resulting from V2G as
the most flexible charging option. Moreover, we compare V2G with
two other systemic flexibility options (1) highly flexible power
plants and (2) grid expansion, i.e. increased net transfer capacities
between the countries.
The rest of the work is structured as follows: The next section
describes the appliedmodel with a particular focus on the resulting
spot market prices as well as the investigated sensitivities and
scenarios. Sections 3 and 4 present the results and a discussion of
potential limitations, respectively. A summary of the work is given
in Section 5.
2. Methodology
First, we will describe the applied model. Subsequently, we
focus in particular on the description of the retrieval of spot market
prices within the model, since they constitute the core of this work.
Furthermore, we illustrate the impact of renewable energy sources
(RES) on prices, because they will make up a significant share of
future electricity production. Finally, we give an overview on
investigated scenarios and sensitivities.
2.1. EVs within a unit commitment model formulation
To quantify the effects of EVs on the spot market price, the large
scale unit commitment1 model MICOES [23] was applied. The
model's objective is to minimize the system's operation cost, which
is schematically represented by equation (1). Therein, the decision
variables for each unit pp are the power plant production supt;pp
and the option to start-up sut;pp at time step t. The associated var-
iable and start-up costs are Cvarpp and C
su
pp, respectively. Since start-up









þ Csupp$sut;pp j supt;pp2ℝþ; sut;pp2f0;1g
o
(1)
Additionally, the model includes typical unit commitment
constraints, such as ramp rates, minimum run and down times or
capacity restrictions. Each unit belongs to a specific region, which
corresponds to a certain country. Within these regions, system
constraints ensure the balance between energy supply and de-
mand. Finally, energy flows between regions are restricted through
net transfer capacities. To properly account for cross border trades,
the considered countries are Germany and the directly adjacent
countries. A detailed model description can be found in B€ottger
et al. [23]. Its structure is displayed in Fig. 1.
In this paper, we use the model extension for EVs, described in
detail in Hanemann et al. [5]. There, the charging strategies UNC,
DSM and V2G are implemented in such a way that UNC charges at
fixed times, DSM has a certain load shifting potential and V2G also
has the flexibility to feed power back into the grid.
For a better understanding of the results presented in this study,
we will summarize the important equations below.
The coupling of the EVs to the unit commitment model is










Within the equation supt;pp and Demt represent the usual bal-
ance between power plant production and the residual grid load
after substracting feed-in from RES. Each EV i contributes to the
grid balance via discharging outt;i and charging int;i of energy. It is
assumed that there exists a grid connection between the last ride of
the day and the first ride on the consecutive day. In the cases of UNC
and DSM, EVs are restricted to charging mode only, implying that
outt;i is equal to zero. Furthermore, UNC charging is deterministic.
In this case, int;i is a fixed parameter instead of a decision variable.
The upper and lower bound of each vehicle's state of charge
soct;i is given by a minimum (CAPmint;i ) and maximum storage ca-
pacity (CAPmaxt;i ):
CAPmint;i  soct;i  CAPmaxt;i ct; i: (3)
Here, CAPmint;i can be interpreted as an emergency reserve.
Additionally, intertemporal dependencies are ensured by equation
(4). There, the state of charge soct;i of one time period is the sum of
the state of charge of the previous period soct1;i, the charged en-
ergy, and an additional delta term DSOCt;i minus the discharged
energy. The coefficients hin and hout capture the losses for energy
transfer from and to the grid. The parameters DSOCt;i are used to
model the energy contained in the EV battery which is brought
back after the EV connects with and taken away once the EV dis-
connects from the grid. From the power systems perspective, the
effectively usable state of charge drops to zero at EVs' departure. At
EVs’ arrival it jumps to the energy remaining after driving.
soct;i ¼ soct1;i þ hin$int;i 
1
hout
$outt;i þ DSOCt;ict; i (4)
Both energy flow variables are bound by some power limit Pi
multiplied by the width of the modeled time steps Dt:
int;i þ outt;i  Pi$Dt ct; i: (5)
It is assumed that the vehicles are fully recharged before
departure:
soctd1;i ¼ CAPmaxi ci: (6)
In case that a rolling horizon approach is used as in Ref. [5], the
vehicles last departure d2 might take place after the optimization
horizon T. Then, the charging requirements are ensured by equation
(7).
CAPminT ;i ¼ CAPmaxi maxðd2  T ;0Þ$Pi$Dt ci; (7)
Finally, equations (8) and (9) implement boolean logic to pro-
hibit the case of simultaneous charging and discharging. Therein,
bint;i are binary variables and M is a parameter, to be chosen suf-
ficiently large.
0  int;i  bint;i$M ct; i (8)




$M ct; i: (9)
1 Such unit commitment models belong to the broad class of mathematical
optimization problems. They are typically used in conjunction with power gener-
ators either to minimize production costs while meeting a specific energy demand
or to maximize the benefits from energy generation. One of the main advantages of
these models is that they ensure that the multitude of technical restrictions, as they
occur in reality, are met. A comprehensive overview of the progress of unit
commitment problems can be found in Refs. [21,22].
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The model was implemented in GAMS, version 24.4.1 [24], in
combination with the CPLEX solver, version 12.6.1.0 [25].2 The
values of the different EV parameters can be found in Appendix B.
2.2. Calculation of prices
Unit commitment models typically minimize overall system
operating cost with the dispatch quantities being the decision
variables. Prices are not explicit in such a formulation. Hence,
Razeghi et al. [20,26] determine prices ex post for each producing
power plant as adjusted cost. In addition to the variable cost, there
are start-up costs divided by the produced energy. This allows for
the creation of a merit order in the classical sense. Consequently,
the market clearing price is the price of the most expensive power
plant within the respective hour. Unfortunately, it is not practical to
take systemic effects into account with this approach. This applies,
for example when there is a grid topology and the price is deter-
mined by a power plant from another country.
Thus, an endogenous model approach for price determination
was chosen. We use the marginal values of the demand balance
equation given by GAMS. O'Neill et al. [27] interpret these as
”commodity price”.3 A more detailed discussion of this topic can be
found in Appendix C.
2.3. RES and low prices
In accordance to the European Stock Exchange, there is a price
floor of 500 V/MWh and a price cap of 3000 V/MWh imple-
mented into the model MICOES [28]. These thresholds result from
excessive supply of electricity or extreme scarcity.
Since the model is sufficiently parametrized to meet the peak
load the price cap does not occur. On the other hand, negative
prices are mainly driven by current price incentives for RES [29].
According to the German Renewable Energy Act (EEG), operators of
RES receive a market premium4 if they trade the generated elec-
tricity directly on the power market [31]. As the premium is only
paid if electricity is delivered, the lowest bound of RES bids is given
through variable cost reduced by the market premium (see
Appendix D).
2.4. Scenario and sensitivity selection
First, we analyze the spot market prices resulting from the
charging strategies UNC, DSM and V2G of six million EVs in 2030
against a reference case with no electric vehicles (NoEV). Because
the CO2 price has proven to be an important system parameter (cf.
[5]), it was chosen to be 40 V/t in all simulations,5 which is slightly
above the corresponding value of the International Energy Agency
new policies scenario [32]. Subsequently, we focus on uncertainties
in connection with V2G. In comparison to the other charging
strategies, these are larger due to more degrees of freedom.
Furthermore, V2G offers the largest possible flexibility, which be-
comes increasingly important with a higher penetration of inter-
mittent RES.
With respect to possible parameter uncertainties, we start with
themost obvious one, namely a variation of the EV penetration rate.
Although the German government has increased its efforts in
promoting EVs, e.g. a purchase premium has been initialized, the
trend of registration figures makes an achievement of the German
government's target of one million EVs by 2020 challenging [33].
Hence, there is a large uncertainty about the number of EVs in 2030.
We therefore vary the penetration rate of EVs within the interval
between one and eight million vehicles. The lower boundary is
chosen primarily to quantify the ”marginal” impact of EVs. It is not
intended to represent actual expectations. Eight million vehicles
represent a slight surpassing of the German targets. Based on fig-
ures of the German Federal Motor Transport Authority these figures
represent approximately two and 17% of all registered passenger
cars [34].6
Fig. 1. MICOES - model according to [23].
2 The CPLEX solver can be used for a large variety of mathematical problems.
These include linear programming, mixed integer programming, and quadratic
programming.
3 We are aware of the fact that there are no dual variables/shadow prices in non-
convex optimization problems in the classical sense.
4 The market premium is calculated as the difference between a feed-in-tariff
and a technology specific market value. As a result, operators shall have in-
centives to improve their feed-in forecasts [30].
5 The paper shows that the impact of the CO2 price variations on power plant
dispatch are nonlinear. This has an effect on the merit order and thus on possible
arbitrage opportunities for storages.
6 By January 2017, the total sum of vehicles in Germany was around 63 million
out of which roughly 46 million are passenger cars [34].
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Using the EV battery as an energy storage with additional dis-/
charging cycles leads to an accelerated degradation and hence
additional cost. Research in this field is scarce at themoment. Wang
et al. [35] find a linear relationship between the number of battery
cycles and loss in capacity. Schill et al. [36] deploy amarginal cost of
41V/MWh for the use of V2G. Moreover, the dynamic development
of battery technology represents a high degree of uncertainty for
this value. To account for cost of active battery usage, we apply the
bounds of 0 and 40 V/MWh with a step size of 10 V/MWh.
With respect to the battery development, variations in energy
efficiency might be possible. We vary the modeled losses resulting
from energy transfer and storage in five percent increments be-
tween 80 and (as a limiting case) 100%. Even if there is always some
friction present, this represents a boundary case. To get a better
idea for the last interval, with 98%, we add one more value.
Finally, we compare V2G with two other flexibility options
existing in the power system. Since the share of RES will increase in
the future, it is likely that thermal plants will adapt to it. We
simulate this with a plant flex scenario which exhibits fully flexible
power plants. These are not constrained by start-ups, minimum
load, and minimum run/down times. Hence, they can adjust their
power production quickly to the volatile feed-in of RES.7 Second, in
the scenario supergrid we increase net transfer capacities between
the countries by 80%. This case would occur as a result of a stronger
harmonization of the European power market. Eventually, this
leads to a better distribution of the RES feed-in. For an easier
comparison, we also present the case of NoEV where no EVs are
present.
3. Results
In the following section, the impact of different charging stra-
tegies on the spot market power prices will be investigated. Sub-
sequently, sensitivities of parameters concerning V2G, the most
flexible charging strategy, are performed. Finally, a comparison
between flexibility options derived from the power system and
V2G is conducted.
3.1. How do EV charging strategies influence demand and prices?
Figs. 2 and 3 depict the hourly price duration curve, the tem-
poral variations of the prices and the electricity demand for the
considered EV charging strategies (UNC, DSM and V2G with six
million EVs, as well as the case NoEV). By temporal variation we
refer to the averagedweekly hour values, whichwe define to be 168
hourly values obtained by averaging corresponding hours over all
52 weeks of a year. According to this, the values of hour one
correspond to the average value of all first hours of Mondays.
The minor shift to the right of the price duration curve (cf.
Fig. 2), compared to NoEV, indicates an increase of spot market
prices due to UNC in the most expensive 1500 h. This is caused by
the EV demand, which coincides with peak demand of the residual
load (cf. bottom of Fig. 3). Consequently, power plants with higher
marginal cost are dispatched to fulfill peak demand. Prices increase
on average (cf. top of Fig. 3). In proportion to the overall driving
distances this effect is considerably higher onworking days than on
weekend days. Additionally, the amount of hours with negative
prices is slightly reduced, indicating less curtailment of RES.
In contrast to UNC, DSM prevents a price increase at peak times.
It shifts the EV demand to off peak hours which raises the prices at
these times (cf. Fig. 3). As in the case with UNC, due to increased
energy requirements the strongest price impact results onworking
days. The hours when curtailment is necessary are slightly reduced.
Overall, the strongest price impact results from V2G. Through
the exploitation of arbitrage opportunities or price spreads, price
peaks are drastically reduced and low prices are raised, respectively
(cf. Fig. 3). Consequently, the price duration curve becomes much
flatter (cf. Fig. 2). V2G not only shifts demand to times with low
residual load, it also feeds electricity back to the grid when the
residual load is high (cf. Fig. 3). This reduces the need for peak load
plants and hence the prices during these hours. Since the retrieved
electricity adds up to the demand for driving purposes, price
Fig. 2. Price duration curve for different charging strategies.
Fig. 3. Averaged weekly hour spot market price (top), and averaged weekly hour re-
sidual load and EV dispatch (bottom) for different charging strategies.
7 Certainly, due to the laws of physics power plants will always exhibit some
minimum load constraint. Since we do not know exactly how technology will
progress, we assume a lower bound (even if it is an overoptimistic one).
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increase at night times is even higher than for DSM. Unlike with
UNC and DSM, the comparatively low driving distances on week-
end days offer storage opportunities, which are excessively used.
This has major impacts on the resulting prices. Peak prices are
completely eliminated on Fridays and Saturdays, which is caused by
the anticipation of comparatively low prices in the Saturday and
Sunday morning hours. Therefore, the EVs have a strong incentive
to discharge significant amounts of energy during the previews
peak times. In combinationwith RES, there is on average no need at
all for peak load plants on these days. Consequently, it also signif-
icantly reduces hours of curtailment by 50%.
3.2. Sensitivities and scenarios on V2G
3.2.1. EV penetration
Besides an additional electricity demand, in the case of V2G a
higher penetration of EVs means additional flexibility. As a result,
the price duration curve becomes flatter with an increasing amount
of vehicles (cf. Fig. 4a). This flexibility also applies to the integration
of RES, reducing the hours with negative prices.
The marginal effect of additional vehicles decreases, which can
be observed by the average price peaks and valleys in Fig. 4b.
Saturation already starts at two million EVs. This can be explained
by reduced arbitrage opportunities with each additional storage
plant. The resulting final price spread is primarily due to the ve-
hicles’ charging efficiency. Shifting energy over time will not be
profitable below a certain spread.
It is also noticeable that the average price reduction at peak
times is higher than the price increase at off-peak times, caused by
the convexity of the merit order.
3.2.2. Discharging/degradation cost
The impact of discharging or degradation cost of V2G on the spot
market price is depicted in Fig. 5. Extra costs obviously reduce
profitability of the deployment of V2G. The threshold of the
necessary price spread is increased. In the price duration curve in
Fig. 5a this is confirmed by a larger number of peak price and low
price hours.
Again, the marginal impact, in this case of additional storage
cost, decreases leading to the highest impact at the first 10V/MWh.
Above a cost of 20 V/MWh, there are only minor reductions of the
price peaks on working days (cf. Fig. 5b). On weekend days, espe-
cially Sundays, saturation does not start until 30 V/MWh. Once
more, the reason for this can be found in RES which are mainly
curtailed onweekend days. Themodel accepts a higher price for the
storage usage. This can be interpreted such that storages are more
valuable at weekend days, which are characterized by low residual
demand or high RES penetration.
3.2.3. Dis-/charging efficiency
At first sight, low EV charging and discharging efficiencies share
a similar effect of additional cost for battery usage, although the
causality is indirect. If the efficiency is low, the necessary price
spread for arbitrage is high. Accordingly, the storage is used less at
low efficiency rates, increasing peak prices. (cf. Fig. 6b).
Moreover, there are two non-obvious effects. First, low effi-
ciencies lower the number of hours with negative prices (cf.
Fig. 6a). At sufficiently large negative prices, storage plants have an
incentive to ”waste” electricity. This means that energy will be
taken out of the system utilizing low efficiency options. Fig. 6b il-
lustrates that a RES surplus leads to lower prices at high efficiencies.
Second, a perfect storage would partly lead to a swap of peak
and off-peak times on working days. Consequently, highest prices
would occur in the morning hours, just before the maximum
photovoltaics-feed-in. On the other hand, prices in the early eve-
ning, which are traditionally the peak load hours, would be the
strongest reduced. A possible explanation might be a drastically
reduced amount of peak plant start-ups. Furthermore, there are
distinct plateaus at the price duration curve, which indicates an
arbitrage opportunity of zero for the provided electricity.
3.2.4. V2G in comparison to other system flexibilities
Fig. 7 presents the influence on prices resulting from the two
system flexibilities grid expansion (EU supergrid) and flexible po-
wer plants (plants flex) as well as the cases of NoEV and V2G. Both
an EU supergrid and plants flexmainly smooth prices, although less
than V2G.
With respect to peak prices, an EU supergrid does not lead to a
reduction when compared to the NoEV case. The price duration
curve of the most expensive hours is almost equal for both cases.
That average prices are increased is really due to a better integra-
tion of RES. In contrast, flexible power plants dampen prices at peak
price hours. The flexibility provided ensures that plants with the
lowest variable cost always determine the price. In fact, this in-
dicates a high influence of downtimes and start-up cost on the
power plant dispatch. Many plants are not started in the NoEV case
due to the volatility of RES.
In both scenarios, supergrid and plants flex, the reduction of
Fig. 4. Comparison of spot market prices at different penetrations of EVs for V2G charging.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of spot market prices at different discharging cost for V2G charging.
Fig. 6. Comparison of spot market prices at different EV dis-/charging efficiencies for V2G charging.
Fig. 7. Comparison of spot market prices for NoEV, V2G and the cases of flexible power plants (plants flex) as well as a supergrid.
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hours with negative prices is significant. It accounts for roughly half
of the amount that would be reduced through V2G. Even if the total
number of hours is the same in both cases, the reasons are different.
With plants flex the reduction is caused by the absence of run times
and must-run requirements. With supergrid, an equivalent flexi-
bility is reached through a massive increase of energy exchange
with other countries. This also allows for the import of electricity
from nuclear power plants, which determine the price at off-peak
hours. Hence, the price duration curve is almost horizontal be-
tween hour 6500 and 8000. Since German plants have higher
marginal cost it also explains the lower average price in the case of
supergrid at off peak times.
4. Discussion of limitations
We will briefly discuss further uncertainties and their likely impact
on our results.8
These uncertainties can be classified in three ways:
First, the supply structure might be altered with respect to the
merit order, flexibility options or RES.
 Wedon't expect any qualitative differences to our results if there
is a different power plant fleet or a change in the CO2 price.
Although this might affect the merit order, the temporal price
structure and hence incentives for DSM and V2G should be
preserved. A flatter merit order reduces arbitrage opportunities,
whereas a steeper one increases them. This effect is depicted in
Appendix E by CO2 price variations. Moreover, if the power plant
park changes, it is likely to be in alignment with RES expansion,
hence increasing its flexibility. We have presented an upper
bound of the effects resulting from flexibility for power plants in
Section 3.2.4.
 In general, further flexibility options should lead to price satu-
ration effects, which are seen earlier. This would be the case of
an increased (usable) battery capacity, which is comparable
with V2G at a higher EV penetration rate as shown in Section
3.2.1. Sincewe only implemented EVs into the Germanmarket, it
is very likely that the impact from EVs in all EU countries is
stronger - although it is pointing in the same direction.
 Because the power system is undergoing a transition towards a
carbon free electricity production, the largest supply side un-
certainty probably results from the RES. As the last decade has
shown, their expansion has been underestimated. Such capac-
ities primarily affect the time dimension of the supply structure.
The objectives and hence the operating strategies of EVs should
not be influenced.
Second, a strong effect on prices would result from a full market
integration of RES, i.e. the abolishment of the market premium
model. In consequence, this would reduce opportunity cost for RES,
resulting in a significant price increase at times characterized by
low electricity demand and high (potential) RES feed-in. With
respect to the charging strategies, V2G would be impacted the
most, leading to a lower smoothing effect.
The third influence factor targets the EV charging behavior. In
contrast to the assumed behavior of charging once each day
following the last ride, we can think of two major deviations:
 Charging during the day would distribute the EV price effects
more evenly over time. In the case of UNC, peak demand would
be reduced in exchange for a second demand peak in the
morning. This would subsequently lift the morning peak price
and reduce the main peak price in the evening hours. A depic-
tion for it is given in Appendix F. In case of V2G, charging during
the day would probably lead to smoother prices as it does on
weekend days. The least impact should result for price driven
charging. Given that the price structure stays the same, with the
lowest prices being at night times, DSM charging still should
take place in the same interval.
 Another option would be to optimize charging over a whole
week. This would probably impact price driven charging the
most, since charging wolfedwould then be conducted mostly at
the weekend. Hence, under this condition, DSM is likely to
drastically reduce the hours of curtailment and increase prices
during these times. Unless UNC charging is executed on week-
ends, prices resulting from UNC and V2G charging are probably
not particularly affected.
Apart from the above mentioned parameter uncertainties, there
are assumptions inherent in the modeling methodology. For
example, the central planner approach ignores irrationalities, or
V2G's price signals may be somehow distorted. Although it is un-
likely that the scenarios presented will occur as such, they are
valuable as deliberately idealised boundary cases between com-
plete price-insensitive EV demand and the response to real-time
pricing. Instead, a mixture of these scenarios is likely to be seen
in the future.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we investigated the impact of EVs on the spot
market price according to the German target of six million electric
vehicles (EVs) by 2030. In order to do so, we compared the three
conceivable charging strategies of uncontrolled (UNC), price driven
(DSM) and bidirectional charging (V2G), constituting boundary
cases. Furthermore, uncertainties in connection with V2G were
looked at in detail. In addition, a comparison against other systemic
flexibility options was carried out.
We find that V2G has by far the greatest impact on the spot
market prices, significantly smoothing them. Price peaks are
reduced and price valleys are filled. In particular, times with a
surplus of RES feed-in, which potentially lead to negative prices, are
drastically reduced. The other two charging strategies exclusively
lift prices, either at peak times (UNC) or at off-peak times (DSM).
Because driving and hence energy consumption predominantly
takes place onworking days, effects of UNC and DSM on these days
are the greatest. Conversely, this gives rise to V2G being applied as
stationary storage onweekend days. Thus, its impact is even greater
on weekend days than on working days.
Consequently, uncertainties resulting from V2G have a signifi-
cant impact on prices. The saturation of the price smoothing effect
already begins at twomillion vehicles. Discharging and degradation
costs massively reduce the deployment of V2G. Nevertheless, the
extent to which additional costs are accepted increases with
decreasing residual load. An increased efficiency potentially gives
rise to more arbitrage, decreasing peak prices. On the other hand,
low efficiencies reduce the number of hours with negative prices,
while the surplus energy is taken out of the system. Finally, we
showed that V2G has an even stronger impact on prices than such
systemic flexibility options as flexible power plants or a grid
expansion. Given this premise, a super grid has the least impact.
Overall, the main future challenge is constituted by the inte-
gration of RES. According to the current market design, a surplus
feed-in leads to significant price drops. From a systemic point of
view V2G would be well suited to alleviate this effect, particularly
at off-peak times. Since our results are driven by current market8 A discussion regarding the model formulation can be found in Ref. [5].
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conditions with a market premium for RES, further research might
focus on incentives for curtailment or a merit order for RES.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature
Appendix B. EV parametrization
Due to the different nature of the charging strategies, there are
two different parametrizations. The respective values are presented
below.9
Appendix B.1. UNC parametrization
In the case of UNC charging, the additional time dependent
energy demand through EVs is deterministic. The EVs charge
immediately after arrival. The used values are presented in
Table B.2. Their calculation is based on Hanemann et al. [5].
Appendix B.2. DSM and V2G parametrization
In contrast to UNC, in case of DSM and V2G the charging
process is endogenously determined by the model. Therefore, the
parameters which span the feasible set are depicted. In corre-
spondence to the model equations representing the EVs (cf. Sec-
tion 2), the parameters for each EV cluster are presented in
Table B. 3. The main reason to model clusters instead of six million
single vehicles is to remain computational tractability as dis-
cussed in Ref. [5]. Furthermore, a distinction must be made be-
tween weekdays and weekend days, as driving habits are very
different.
One period t after EV's departure time, the parameter DSOCt is
equal to  Capmax, assuming fully charged vehicles. At arrival time
DSOCt is given by SOCa.10 The average charging power P for each
vehicle is set to be 11 kW.11 Consequently, the multiplication with
the number of vehicles n yields the average charging power per
cluster. Note that there are two clusters (one for weekdays and for
weekend days), which represent non-driving cars. In the case of
V2G, the batteries of these non driving cars serve as a stationary









pp power plant or other electricity supply facility
Parameters
Cvarpp marginal production cost EUR/MWh
Csupp specific start-up cost EUR
SOCiniti initial vehicle state of charge MWh
hin charging efficiency [%]
hout discharging efficiency [%]
DSOCt;i energy retrieved for and available after driving MWh
CAPmint;i minimal capacity requirement MWh
CAPmaxt;i maximal storage capacity MWh
a arrival time e
d departure time e
Pi maximal charging and discharging power MW
Dt time interval length h
Demt total energy demand MWh
M bigM constant MWh
Variables
supt;pp power plant output/power supply MWh
sut;i start up indicator {0, 1}
soct;i state of charge MWh
int;i charged energy amount MWh
outt;i discharged energy amount MWh
bint;i binary restriction to charging or discharging {0, 1}
Table B.2
EV parametrization for uncontrolled charging covering six million passen-






























9 The study presented here concentrates on the impacts on spot market power
prices that can be expected due to the existence of six million electric vehicles in
2030. The assumptions concerning the structure of the vehicle fleet, the parameters
of the batteries and the assumed driving patters have been discussed in detail in
Hanemann et al. [5]. The respective numbers are replicated here in order to facil-
itate an assessment of the results of the study presented here with a view to the
input data that have been used.
10 Due to the clustering, the needed energy amounts, calculated as the difference
between Capmax and DSOCt are not identical to these presented for UNC.
11 It is assumed to being probable in the future for overnight charging, since it is
already common for the stove in German households today.
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Appendix C. Shadow prices and mixed integer models
Energy system models are commonly formulated to minimize
system cost. When linear programming (LP) is used, the dual
variables of the demand balance equation can be interpreted as the
spot market price for the respective time interval. This is possible
because LP belongs to the class of convex optimization problems.
These problems have the property that the optimal objectives of
primal and dual equal each other. Within non-convex optimiza-
tion, as given by the unit commitment problem, which is formu-
lated as a mixed integer problem (MIP), this is not necessarily the
case [37]. The difference is also known as optimal duality gap. On
the other hand, such models give a more realistic physical repre-
sentation, e.g. for power plant start-ups. Mathematically the
following equations hold for the primal and the dual problem
formulation:
Due to the equality between the optimal primal and dual
objective values in case of LP, x and y also represent the marginal
effect on the objective value of the dual and the primal. This
makes it possible to interpret the dual variables of an LP as
shadow prices. Since the equality between primal and dual does
not necessarily hold in MIP this interpretation is in the general
case not feasible.
Nevertheless, GAMS returns a marginal value for any primal
constraint. As shown above these are not ”marginal” values in the
classical sense. Instead, each value refers to the dual variable of the
linear problem, which is solved after binary variables are fixed to
their optimum and relaxed to real values (cf. branch and cut
method). In consequence, the resulting shadow price from that
approach represents the highest ”commodity price” according to
[27]. Thus, costs which are subject to the binary/integral decisions,
e.g. start-up cost, are neglected. It is hence likely that the system is
not in a market equilibrium.12
More important, the authors in Ref. [38] show that a pool of
relatively few power suppliers results in volatile commodity prices.
An analytical proof for this result in the case of two suppliers is
given by Liberopoulos and Panagiotis [39]. However, they also state
that the impact of a large number of suppliers remains open. Since
in reality the merit order is much smoother than those used by the
mentioned authors, we expect less price volatility.
Another argument for the use of the commodity prices is that
block bids are traded at the EEX. With these, the start-up decisions
have already been made. Contrary to a power pool, which is sup-
posed to ensure a market equilibrium, there are no side payments
[40].
Appendix D. Choosing the model price floor
Despite positive marginal costs, thermal plants in particular
have potential incentives to generate electricity at negative prices.
This is mainly due to the opportunity costs of the start-up opera-
tions and/or cogeneration commitments [29].
But RES also have opportunity costs for shutdown. Biomass
plants especially, are subject to such similar constraints as large
power plants due to the combustion process. In addition, the
market premium, which is directly linked to the promotion of RES,
currently represents opportunity costs. Since the aim of the legis-
lator is to reduce the support for RES in the future step by step, this
will also reduce themarket premium and therefore the opportunity
costs of the RES in the future.
For the simulation this is important because an electricity sur-
plus in the system is displayedwith the negative limit price of500
V/MWh in the original version of the model. On the one hand, this
does not reflect the incentives in the form of opportunity costs. On
the other, this value distorts the presentation of the other prices.
We are therefore looking for a floor price which better reflects real
world conditions.
Fig. D.8 depicts different price floors for the case without EVs,
which are applied ex post to simulation runs. There is a plateau in
the price duration curve (cf. Fig. D.8a) for the hours with the lowest
price due to a strong supply of wind and photovoltaics. The aver-
aged weekly hour prices in Fig. D.8b also emphasize the possible
price distortion due to the floor price, especially on weekend days.
Nevertheless, in all cases with negative price caps the model still
exhibits small negative prices. This is reasonable if thermal power
plants continue to be connected to the grid. Consequently, the price
floor should be below 0 V/MWh. However, it is very unlikely that
suppliers of RES bid over a long period to prices of 50 or 75
V/MWh. These values are also very close to the current market
premium, which shall be reduced. Eventually, we choose 25/
MWh as the lower price limit.
On the average prices per week hour in Fig. D.8b, the price
floors almost exclusively affect low-price hours. The difference
between the averaged prices is in proportion to the chosen price
floor.
Table B.3
Clustered mobile storage plants covering six million EVs with their capacity and
state of charge at arrival on weekdays (WD) and weekend days (WE). The letters a
and d represent the arrival and departure hours of, to a mobile storage plant,
clustered cars with the respective parameters of number of vehicles n, maximal
capacity Capmax and state of charge after arrival SOCa [5]. The index i is used to
distinguish the different clusters.







[h] [h] [ ] [ ] [MWh] [MWh] [MWh] [MWh]
1 7 11 199813 96104 13880 13338 7741 7511
2 10 11 379649 612150 26906 26141 43139 42132
3 7 14 404042 129029 27815 26084 9299 8808
4 10 14 235517 229582 17325 16080 17369 16704
5 7 17 1189036 177723 81921 75723 11734 11060
6 10 17 273655 209268 19822 18600 14029 13067
7 13 17 127008 252298 8996 8549 17802 16933
8 13 14 122337 223483 8919 8606 15517 15184
9 7 20 535926 122219 38065 34649 8762 7855
10 10 20 147267 148086 10985 10095 11274 10160
11 13 20 60794 113182 4161 3787 8528 8057
12 16 17 108055 83178 7621 7413 6001 5905
13 16 20 30574 115926 2487 2379 7584 7184
14 19 20 31765 48438 2210 2162 3739 3523
15 8 22 98986 62244 6414 5771 5312 4199
16 13 22 47285 120410 3180 2941 7721 7008
17 e e 2008290 3256680 161065 e 246220 e
Class primal dual
LP minfcT xAx ¼ B;x  0g ¼ maxfyTbyTA  cTg
MIP minfcT xAx ¼ B;x  0;dxi2f0; 1gg  maxfyTb
yTA  cTg
The decision variables are the vectors x (primal), with xi being the ith component,
and y (dual).
12 According to O'Neill [27] a market equilibrium requires subsidies or side pay-
ments at least for the supplier with the highest commodity price in order to recover
start-up cost. In consequence, suppliers with commodity cost below commodity
price would be paid, which in sum with this difference will cancel their start-up
cost. To make the whole auction a zero-sum game, in extreme cases this theoret-
ically means payments to the auctioneer.
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Whether the price floor is adjusted ex post (modified) or at
simulation runtime (intrinsic) - which affects the optimization
problem, it has only marginal affect on the price duration curve (cf.
Figure D.9a) and the power plant dispatch (cf. Figure D.9b).13
Appendix E. Influence of the CO2 price on the spot market
price
Figures E.10a and E.11a illustrate the influence of the CO2 price
on the price duration curve for the cases without EVs andwith V2G.
In addition to a generally increased price level, the curves become
smoother with rising CO2 prices. This is due to the fact that lignite
and hard coal power plants have higher specific CO2 emissions and
thus lose their competitiveness. This can be well observed at an
emission price of 0 V/t. There, steps occur in the range between the
hours 6500e7500, which do not occur with higher CO2 prices. In
this case, German lignite power plants export electricity to neigh-
boring countries.
Compared to the price duration curves, the average prices in
Figures E.10b and E.11b show only a constant offset between the
price curves. On weekends, in particular at times with low re-
sidual load and low prices, the offset is significantly lower. This
results from the minimum permitted price, which occurs more
frequently during these hours. In the case of V2G, with an
increasing CO2 price the price peaks are more distinct. This is the
effect of a flatter merit order, which offers less arbitrage
opportunities.
Fig. D.8. Price duration curve and weekly hour averaged prices at different exogenous price floors in the cases of no electric vehicles.
Fig. D.9. Price duration curve (left side) and German power plant dispatch (right side) for ex post and model intrinsic price floors. The base case refers to a price floor of 500
V/MWh. The other price floors are named after the implementation.
13 By net exports we refer to exports minus imports. A detailed analysis of the
impact on the dispatch can be found in Ref. [5].
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Appendix F. Influence of charging during the day in case of
UNC
Charging once or multiple times per day has very little impact
on the price duration curve of UNC (cf. Figure F.12a). Nevertheless,
there is an impact on peak prices during working days. Since the
electricity demand is partly shifted from evening hours to morning
hours, prices increase at the morning peak and decrease at the
evening peak (cf. Figure F.12b).
Fig. E.11. Prices with V2G given different CO2 -prices.
Fig. E.10. Prices with NoEV given different CO2 -prices.
Fig. F.12. Comparison of spot market prices for UNC with charging once and charging multiple times per day.
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5.1 Overview
This thesis addresses research questions about the modeling and the impact
of electric vehicles (EVs) on the spot market for electricity. It provides two
numerical models, one for the generation of load curves for the time-dependent
EVs' electricity demand in case of uncontrolled charging (UNC) and one for
the implementation of dierent EV charging strategies into large scale unit
commitment models. The results comprise the time-dependent EV electric-
ity demand itself as well as the impact on the spot market with respect to
quantities and prices under dierent charging strategies.
Chapter 2 presents the model for generating EV grid load curves for UNC.
On the basis of a trac study, a sample of real combustion engine vehicles is
individually mapped onto equivalent electric vehicles, whereby the respective
driving patterns are retained. As an outcome, each vehicle is characterized by a
charging interval, an energy consumption and a battery size. These properties
are subsequently used in chapters 3 and 4 as parameters for the implementation
of EVs into the spot market model MICOES Europe. For each of the three
charging strategies UNC, demand side management (DSM), in the sense of
cost eective charging, and bidirectional charging, i.e. vehicle-to-grid (V2G),
approaches for a consistent parameterization and model implementation for the
unit commitment problem are proposed. The model is applied to the German
case with six million EVs in 2030. In chapter 3, the model is used to examine
the impact of the charging strategies on market quantities such as power plant
dispatch, energy trades to neighboring countries, CO2 emissions and nally the
operating cost of the power system. Chapter 4 supplements the market view by
presenting spot market price eects due to the dierent EV charging strategies.
The major part of this chapter is dedicated to V2G, the most exible charging
option. Both, parameter uncertainties as well as a comparison against other
systemic exibility options are investigated. Moreover, to make the results
more robust, all chapters contain several comprehensive sensitivity analyses.
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5.2 Results
Chapter 2 showed that overcoming the gap of missing empirical data is a ma-
jor hurdle when it comes to analysing the eects of EVs on the electricity
system. The evaluation of the time-dependent EV power demand has shown
that several aspects related to driving behaviour and technical characteristics
play an important role. First, it is important whether the EV users charge
once (after the last trip) or several times (also at work etc.) per day. Sec-
ond, there are considerable dierences between weekdays and weekend days.
Third and fourth, the battery capacity and the charging power inuence the
total power consumption and the shape of the load curve, respectively. From
the point of view of network security, it is primarily the peak demand that
potentially stresses the system. On weekdays, this peak demand occurs in
the early evening hours and thus coincides with the peak demand of the power
grid. In a nutshell, in the worst case scenario, the peak demand did not exceed
560 MW per one million EVs. In the base scenario, a peak load of 375 MW
per million pure battery electric vehicles was determined for one-time charging
with an average household plug at 3.6 kW. On weekends, the EVs' electricity
requirements are more evenly distributed and peak load accounts for only one
third of the peak load of weekdays. Multiple charging reduces peak demand
by approximately 20 %, but leads to an additional peak value of roughly the
same high in the morning hours. Increasing the charging power up to 11 kW
(the maximum charging power of an ordinary household) or more squeezes
the charging curve and increases the peak by 20 %. This leads to an overall
uncertainty factor of the maximum peak electricity demand by EVs of two. A
dierence between pure and plug-in-hybrid EVs is mainly visible when battery
capacities are small and charging takes place once per day.
The ndings in chapter 3, impacts of six million EVs in 2030, reveal some
intuitive and several non-intuitive results. The latter are due to systemic
interactions and non-linear eects with respect to changes of the CO2 price.
When integrating EVs, charging exibility is preferred to minimize system cost.
Consequently, V2G is preferred over DSM and DSM is preferred over UNC. As
indicated above, it turns out, that UNC takes place at times of the highest grid
load or more precisely the highest residual grid load, i.e. the grid load minus
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the feed in of RES. With DSM and V2G, charging times are anticyclical to
the residual grid load. Nevertheless, all charging strategies reduce curtailment
of RES, which in particular for UNC is due to a time dependent correlation of
electric energy demand and RES feed-in. Shifting the EV demand to o-peak
times in the cases of DSM and V2G reduces the number of plant start ups
and the associated costs. In order to be able to feed electricity back to the
grid at peak times, V2G charges a lot more than DSM. This reduces the need
for peak load plants. On weekend days with a very low residual grid load and
a high availability of battery capacities, the feedback is signicantly larger.
Ultimately, the value of the exibility oered by V2G is even greater than
the cost of the increased power requirements of EVs. Thus, the system costs
are reduced with V2G, while they increase with UNC and DSM. Nevertheless,
it has to be pointed out that the CO2 price has a much stronger impact on
system cost than the charging strategies. V2G, in particular, can be perceived
as a lever technology, as its storage properties benet the most cost-ecient
production facilities. This can also have some undesirable side eects. In the
case of low CO2 prices, the most cost-ecient power plants are lignite-red
power plants, which exhibit the highest CO2 emissions. At high CO2 prices,
gas-red power plants with lower CO2 emissions are promoted, which rein-
forces the eect of emission reduction through fuel switching. But even at
low CO2 prices, when emission-intensive plants produce more, the overall ef-
fect on CO2 emissions is better with V2G than with UNC and DSM, which
is due to the interaction of the system. Although lignite-red power plants
emit more in this case, this is more than compensated by reduced emissions
of other CO2 emitting technologies, a better integration of renewable energies
and electricity exchange with neighbouring countries. At high CO2 prices, this
even leads to lower emissions with V2G than without EVs. Finally, the EVs'
charging exibility competes with other exibility options. In all cases, V2G
halves the use of pumped hydro storage plants. DSM and UNC aect this only
slightly, while the rst reduces it and the second increases it.
The charging behaviour has a direct eect on the spot market price as shown
in chapter 4. UNC and DSM increase prices due to the increased electricity
demand, the former during peak hours and the latter during o-peak hours.
V2G literally behaves like an arbitrage broker. It signicantly smooths prices,
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lowers them at peak times and increases them at o-peak times. With UNC
and DSM, the strongest price eects occur on weekdays, when the majority
of trips take place. In comparison with these two strategies, the price eects
due to V2G are much stronger, which is mainly due to the convex shape of
the merit-order curve in combination with the larger energy amounts shifted.
Moreover, the eects on weekend days are even greater for two main reasons.
On the one hand, there are many times of low or even negative residual grid
load and on the other hand there is a lot more battery capacity available
because more EVs are continuously connected to the grid. Since the arbitrage
potential decreases with an increasing number of EVs, a saturation eect is
visible. This already starts with two million vehicles. Nevertheless, due to
additional discharging cost, such as degradation, and eciency losses a certain
price structure will be preserved over the day. However, depending on systemic
opportunity costs, e.g. for the curtailment of RES, there is sometimes an
incentive to dump energy by the use of low eciency rates. Finally, storage
exibility provided through V2G has also a stronger impact on prices than a
highly exible power plant park or grid expansion. Of these three options, grid
expansion has the least impact.
5.3 Discussion of the methods
Before I get to some remarks on the numerical models used in this thesis, I
would like to remind the reader about the use and the limitations of models
in general. Although this should be clear, it cannot be stated often enough:
"Truth is much too complicated to allow anything but approximations" (John
von Neumann). Every modeler needs to nd a compromise between the de-
gree of approximation and the computation time. Thus, models are neither
supposed to perfectly represent reality nor to make detailed predictions of the
future. However, they clearly can contribute to a better understanding of the
mechanisms within the modeled system. In particular, well dened models
allow an ordering or relative evaluation of model objectives, components or in-
puts against each other. This is very often necessary in decision making when
the question to be answered is often as simple as "Which option is better?".
Moreover, models might also help to get an idea about the magnitude of quan-
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tities. But, to be able to exploit these model benets, it is very important to
be aware of the inherent assumptions, because these actually drive the results.
They should therefore be explicitly stated by the modeller.
The assumptions inherent to the methodological approaches in this thesis
to be aware of are:
The generation of EV grid load curves is based on two major modeling as-
sumptions: Firstly, the users of ICEs retain their driving pattern when switch-
ing to EVs and secondly, they chose a similar EV in terms of size and engine
performance. Obviously, these assumptions are questionable if consumer pref-
erences change over time.
Since we built the model, the product portfolio of EVs in series production
has grown signicantly, which also aects the minimum battery size. Moreover,
as it turned out during the time of writing the thesis, there is a tendency in the
manufacturing industry to switch directly to pure battery EVs instead of taking
the extra step of plug-in-hybrid battery EVs. This puts more emphasizes on the
upper bound of the additional electricity consumption and storage potential
resulting from EVs. One, if not the most important subtlety is the assumed
share of vehicles actively participating in daily trac, given by the trac study.
It has a major eect, because it directly translates into consumed energy as
well as battery capacity connected to the grid.
Integrating EVs into a large scale unit commitment model poses two major
challenges: First, driving patterns inferred from trac studies usually do not
account for a consistent transition between working days and weekend days.
This is in particular important to ensure the power systems energy balance.
Since there should be appropriate data in the future, this parameterization
question is only of current importance. Second and more important, the EVs
in this thesis are strongly clustered with a simple algorithm as described in
chapter 3. Usually, large scale unit commitment problems comprise a few
hundred, maybe thousands of power plants to be modeled by a bottom up
approach. In contrast, integrating EVs implies millions of additional entities.
At least for the time being, this is computationally intractable. It should also
be mentioned that in this work EVs are solely integrated into the German
power system. If EVs would be integrated into the neighbouring countries
as well, the energy demand as well as the exibility in these countries would
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increase.
The approach applied in this thesis to retrieve prices from unit commit-
ment models, namely to interpret the dual variables of the nally solved linear
problem as commodity price according to [24] yields plausible results. This is
supported through the fact that the here modeled European market comprises
a few thousand units. This smoothes the supply curve and hence reduces dis-
ruptive price jumps. Still one point of caution shall be made with respect to
negative prices. These are mainly caused by RES feed-in, which exceeds the
electric energy demand. Hence, the assumption of their opportunity cost will
play a more important role in the future.
5.4 Discussion of selected results
A key nding is that the exibility of V2G generally has a positive eect on
system costs and CO2 emissions, whereas the biggest eect on both indicators
results from the CO2 price. This requires a well-functioning system for green-
house gas emissions trading. Unfortunately, it has also been shown that in an
environment with xed capacities, system costs increase disproportionately.
This leads to the importance of cost-eective RES. Only then, CO2 emitting
technologies are replaced over time.
Through exible charging strategies, EVs can then contribute to facilitate
RES, which by nature are often intermittent. In particular, V2G as a storage
option has proven to be very useful for the system.
In order to realize the possible exibility, two steps have to be taken: First,
technological learning must progress to the point where EVs become cost-
eective to ICEs. Second, there must be incentives for EV users to make their
batteries available for the use of V2Gs. This might result from viable business
models. Nevertheless, the storage capacity in question has to be considered
as short term. Since the main purpose of EVs will remain to oer mobility, it
might be used to help to balance the power system on a scale of hours maybe
a few days. However, it is not intended to store energy for weeks or months.
EVs increase the complexity of the power system. It is important to eval-
uate EVs from a systemic perspective. It was shown, that with respect to
CO2 emissions systemic benets might overcompensate the increased output
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from emission intense technologies.
As far as the UNC is concerned, this work sets an upper limit of 560 MW
additional time-dependent electrical load per million EVs. In accordance with
the federal government's targets for the year 2030, this would require an ad-
ditional capacity of three large thermal power plants to cover the resulting
peak demand. However, it is very unlikely, that all vehicles will charge with
the least intelligent of all charging options. It seems more likely, that there
will be a mix of charging strategies. Depending on the user acceptance for
the more intelligent charging strategies the need for peak load plants might be
even reduced in the case of V2G.
5.5 Further research
The ongoing dynamic development of EVs will continue to provide important
research questions in the years to come.
As a pre-taste of this thesis, in the future decentralized (smart) power sys-
tems will contain many more participants or entities. To foster these ade-
quately, numerical methods and computational capacities have to evolve sig-
nicantly. With respect to EVs in particular, as soon as empirically reliable
data of usage patterns becomes available, it will be of supreme interest to
check, whether there are major dierences to the use of ICEs. Furthermore,
it would be of interest how far the system would get, or whether the provided
storage capacity could be used over days or weeks. With respect to the prices,
it turned out, that these are highly dependent on the RES. Consequently, their
cost structure, as it reects the price, should be modeled in more detail.
Once a technology materializes, the view on distributional eects becomes
increasingly important. Therefore, the scientic community will surely put
more eort in the analysis on eects of consumer and supplier surplus. Since
the development of EVs aect many sectors, it might be perceivable, that
today's value chains will be reordered.
Finally, retrieving well behaved prices through unit commitment models or
non-convex problems retains a topic of interest for research.
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